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Abstract

Global temperature rise and increased atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels have
affected the health of the world’s ocean and water ecosystems, impacting the balances
of natural carbon cycling and causing ocean acidification. Additionally, as global
temperatures rise, thawing permafrost has stimulated increased release of methane
(CH4), a gas with a shorter lifetime in the atmosphere but with even more heat
trapping ability than CO2. In situ analysis of dissolved gas content in surface wa-
ters is currently performed with large, expensive instruments, such as spectrometers,
which are coupled with gas equilibration systems, which extract dissolved gas from
water and feed it to the sensor. Accurate, low cost, and portable sensors are needed
to measure the dissolved CH4 and CO2 concentration in water systems to quantify
their release and understand their relationship to the global carbon budget. At the
same time, while greenhouse gases are well established threats to water ecosystems,
the ubiquity and potential consequences of microplastics in aqueous environments are
just beginning to be recognized by the environmental research community. Microplas-
tics (MPs) are small particles of polymer debris, commonly defined as being between
1 µm and 1000 µm. Despite the pervasiveness of MPs, our ability to characterize MPs
in the environment is limited by the lack of technologies for rapidly and accurately
identifying and quantifying MPs. This thesis is concerned with the engineering chal-
lenges prompted by the need for high quality and quantity environmental data to
better study and the impact, cycling, and prevalence of these pollutants in aqueous
environments.

Three distinct investigations are presented here. First, the design of the Low-
Cost Gas Extraction and Measurement System (LC-GEMS) for dissolved CO2 is
presented. At just under $600 dollar to build, the LC-GEMS is an ultra-portable,
toolbox-sized instrument for dissolved gas sensing in near-surface waters. The LC-
GEMS was characterized in the lab and demonstrated linear relationships with dis-
solved CO2 as well as temperature. Lab calibrations and subsequent field testing
in the Little Sippewissett Marsh, in Falmouth, Massachusetts showed that the LC-
GEMS captures both diurnal and minute-time scale trends in dissolved CO2.
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Second, this thesis presents the novel design of three simple and low-cost planar
nanophotonic and plasmonic structures as optical transducers for measuring dissolved
CH4. Through simulations, the sensitivity of the structures are evaluated and found
to exhibit superior performance in the reflectance intensity readout mode to that
of the standard surface-plasmon-polariton-mode Spreeta sensor. A practical, small,
and low-cost implementation of this chip with a simple intensity-based measurement
scheme is proposed. This design is novel in the space of dissolved gas monitoring
because it shows potential to measure directly in the water phase while being robust
and low-cost to implement.

Finally, this thesis presents a literature review and perspective to motivate the
development of field-deployable microplastic sensing techniques. A framework for
field-deployable microplastic sensing is presented and seeks to inform the MP com-
munity of the potential in both traditional MP analysis techniques and unconventional
methods for creating rapid and automated MP sensors. The field-deployabilty frame-
work addresses a full scope of practical/technological trade-offs to be considered for
portable MP detection.

Thesis Supervisor: Anna P. M. Michel
Title: Associate Scientist of Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering, WHOI
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world’s oceans and freshwater ecosystems are a sink for pollution, contamination,

and excess greenhouse gases [1,2]. The health and natural cycling of aqueous environ-

ments are vital to maintaining healthy ecosystems and human civilization as we know

it [3, 4]. While scientists are working to better understand the mechanisms and im-

pacts of pollution and climate change on our environment, engineers are tasked with

equipping them with the instrumentation they need. This thesis is concerned with

the engineering challenges prompted by the scientific need for environmental data

to better study and understand climate change, carbon cycling and pollution in our

oceans. Specifically, this thesis seeks to push the field of ocean and aqueous sensing

from requiring large equipment or tedious sample collection followed by analysis in

the lab, and move it toward miniaturized, accessible, and field-deployable techniques.

This thesis addresses the need to monitor dissolved carbon dioxide (CO2) and

methane (CH4) as well as the emerging need to monitor microplastic contamination

in aqueous environments. First, this introduction offers important background on the

field of in situ and field deployable aqueous sensing, the significance of dissolved CO2

and CH4 in the environment, and scientific and technical background on gas sensing

and gas-water equilibration. Following this, Chapter 2 presents a low-cost, portable

solution for dissolved CO2 monitoring. Chapter 3 presents the design and simulation

results of novel nanophotonic solutions for dissolved CH4 sensing. Chapter 4 opens up

to the emerging field of microplastic studies and monitoring and presents an in-depth
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literature review and perspective to motivate the development of field-deployable

microplastic sensing techniques. This thesis concludes with a brief discussion of the

future work in the field of portable, in situ ocean and freshwater sensing.

1.1 Background on Greenhouse Gases and Aqueous

Environments

From 1960 to 2021, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 has risen approximately

100 ppm, to a current level of roughly 417 ppm [5]. Similarly, from 1985 to 2021,

atmospheric levels of CH4 have risen 0.26 ppm to a current level of 1.89 ppm [5]. CO2

and CH4 are the two most important greenhouse gases [6,7], and their overabundance

in our atmosphere has produced a global warming effect. Consequently, the increased

global temperatures and concentrations of CO2 have interfered with the chemistry

of ocean and freshwater aqueous environments [8]. This has implications in ocean

acidification [2] and how carbon is cycled through aqueous environments [9]. This

thesis is interested with how to enable scientists to better study the relationships our

oceans and freshwater ecosystems have with the carbon cycle and changing climate.

1.1.1 Measuring the carbon cycle in aqueous environments

There are multiple metrics you can interrogate to evaluate the carbon content and

export of water ecosystems. These metrics include dissolved organic carbon (DOC),

dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), stable and radio-carbon isotope composition (𝛿13C

and 14C), dissolved CO2 (pCO2), dissolved CH4, and flux of CO2 and CH4.

Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) encompasses the entirety of organic matter con-

tained in a sample of water [10], including CH4, natural materials, and man-made

pollutants such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) [11, 12]. Dissolved inorganic

carbon (DIC) includes CO2, bicarbonate (HCO3
– ), and carbonate (CO3

– ) [13]. Ta-

ble 1.1 lists theses metrics alongside the important information they provide scientists

as well as how they are traditionally measured.
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Of the metrics in Table 1.1, investigations of dissolved CO2 and CH4 are motivated

by recent findings that ecosystems like estuaries, coastal and inland wetlands, and

lakes store and emit these gases [26–31]. Ecosystems like these are emerging as

key players in the global carbon cycle budget. Further data collection has much to

reveal about the mechanisms of carbon cycling through these aqueous ecosystems

[26]. Instruments that can enable rich temporal and spatial dissolved CO2 and CH4

datasets will drive this effort. Sections 2.1 and 3.1 provide a richer look at the

motivations of dissolved CO2 and CH4 studies.

1.2 Background on In Situ and Field-Deployable Aque-

ous Sensing Technology

The state-of-the-art in dissolved gas sensing is reflected in the methods and instru-

mentation currently used by ocean science research groups and institutions. Perhaps

the most familiar sensing equipment to ocean researchers are conductivity, tempera-

ture, depth measurement instruments (CTDs) incorporated among a rosette of Niskin

bottles [32]. Figure 1-1 shows a CTD rosette where the Niskin bottles are visible in a

circle around the CTD which is housed in the middle. The conductivity measurement

combined with the temperature and pressure measurements enable the calculation of

water salinity [32,33].

The Niskin bottles capture water samples at different depths of the water column

while the CTD makes continuous measurements, returning a vertical profile of the

water contents at the ship’s location. The bottle contents are immediately subsam-

pled into collection vials and a chemical preservative is often added to them [34]. The

samples are later analyzed in a lab, either in a ship lab [35] or after the cruise has

concluded and the samples are returned to the main research campus. Analysis in the

lab enables a researcher to analyze the sample with the entire suite of instruments

available in their laboratory. Similar bottle sampling methods are also used for fresh-

water sampling, collected by hand or with an automated sampler [36] and returned
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Figure 1-1: A CTD rosette being recovered on a National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) ship. Credit: Courtesy of Officers and Crew of NOAA Ship
PISCES; Collection of Commander Jeremy Adams, NOAA Corps, licensed under CC
BY 2.0

to lab for analysis. This bottle-collection approach is the convention in the field of

dissolved gas analysis, dating back to the 1970s [37] and is still used in practice today.

For example, a 12-year study by Laach et al. (2016) was conducted to evaluate the

seasonal variability of carbon export from peatlands and the CO2 and CH4 measure-

ments were made using sample bottle collection followed by lab analysis with a gas

chromatograph and a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) [38]. The drawbacks of

these sampling techniques for dissolved gas analysis is that they are inherently time

consuming, as sample collection and analysis happen at different locations and times.

These tedious methods lead to temporally and spatially sparse data sets.

1.2.1 Gas Extraction and Equilibration

This section introduces the basic chemistry of gas equilibration in air and water and

the state-of-the-art in gas extraction methods.

The Chemistry of Dissolved Gas

When gas is in contact with water, Henry’s Law states that the gas will dissolve

into the water proportionally to the partial pressure of the gas until the dissolved
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Figure 1-2: An illustration of headspace equilibration. (A) A water sample containing
the target gas (orange circles) is placed in a container with a headspace of known
target gas concentration (in this image, none). (B) Once the headspace and water
equilibrate, the headspace gas concentration can be measured and used to calculate
the original dissolved gas concentration.

and undissolved gas reach equilibrium [39]. Each gas has a Henry’s law volatility

constant, 𝐾𝐻 , defined experimentally for certain temperatures:

𝐾𝐻 =
𝑝𝑎
𝑐𝑤

(1.1)

where 𝑝𝑎 is the partial pressure of the gas in the air and 𝑐𝑤 is the concentration of gas

in the water [39]. Henry’s law is key to gas equilibration and extraction. Different

techniques take advantage of Henry’s law and varied methods of gas transfer to equi-

librate dissolved gas from the sample water into the headspace. For any extraction

system, the measured final concentration of the target gas in the headspace can be

used to calculate the true dissolved gas concentration.

In the following sections, I present the principles of the most common state-of-

the-art gas extraction and equilibration techniques.
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Headspace Equilibration

Headspace equilibration is the most traditional and simple method of gas extraction

[40]. In headspace equilibration, a water sample is collected in a gas-tight vial and

the headspace in the vial above the water is filled with a gas of known target gas

concentration [34]. In many cases a gas free of any of the target gas is used in the

headspace, such as helium gas for dissolved CO2 or CH4 analysis [34]. The vial is

then shaken vigorously, allowing the headspace and water to come to equilibrium

via Henry’s law. The headspace is then injected into a gas sensor, such as infrared

absorption spectrometer like the Ultraportable Greenhouse Gas Analyzer (ABB-Los

Gatos Research, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) or a gas chromatograph and the

dissolved gas concentration can be calculated. The key equations for calculating the

original dissolved gas concentration of a sample of water are as follows. Assume that

a water sample of volume 𝑉𝑊 containing CO2 as its target gas is placed in a vial

with a headspace of volume 𝑉𝐻𝑆 and the headspace is filled with helium gas (like the

situation illustrated in Figure 1-2). The desired measurement is the dissolved CO2

concentration in the water, [CO2]:

[𝐶𝑂2] =
𝑛𝐶𝑂2

𝑉𝑊
(1.2)

where 𝑛𝐶𝑂2 is the molar quantity of CO2 in the entire vial. Once equilibration takes

places between the water and the headspace the molar quantity is

𝑛𝐶𝑂2 = 𝑛𝐶𝑂2,𝐻𝑆 + 𝑛𝐶𝑂2,𝑊 (1.3)

The gas analyzer measures the partial pressure concentration of the equilibrated

headspace, 𝑝𝐶𝑂2,𝐻𝑆, in parts per million (ppm). From this, [CO2] is calculated via:

[CO2] = 𝛽
𝑝𝐶𝑂2,𝐻𝑆 · 𝑃𝐻𝑆

𝑅(2.73.15 + 𝑇 )
[𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑙. (2014)] (1.4)

where 𝛽 is gas specific Bunsen coefficient, R is the universal gas constant, T

is the sample temperature, and 𝑃𝐻𝑆 is the pressure of the headspace. Headspace
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equilibration techniques are relatively simple to implement and are useful when the

sample needs to be stored or transported prior to analysis. However, storage for

extended periods of time can make the measurement vulnerable to contamination

from leaking or pulling air into the vial from the atmosphere [34].

Membrane

Perhaps the next most intuitive method of gas extraction for dissolved gas analysis is

the use of a gas-permeable membrane. In this technique, a headspace is housed behind

a thin-film gas-permeable membrane, through which gas from the water equilibrates.

The gas concentration of the equilibrated headspace is measured and used to calculate

the dissolved gas concentration in the water. Membrane equlibration is suitable for in

situ dissolved gas measurements, as the membrane can passively equilibrate with the

dynamic environment over long time scales. Membrane techniques have been used

for in situ sampling of dissolved gases since as early as the 1970s [41,42]. Since then,

membrane technology has been well studied and optimized techniques are commer-

cially available, such as 3𝑀𝑇𝑀 Liqui-Cel𝑇𝑀 Membrane Contractors, which work at

a variety of flow speeds and efficiencies. These technologies can achieve relatively

fast equilibration times for CO2 [43]. Additionally, ABB-Los Gatos Research sells a

dissolved gas extraction unit which uses a membrane contractor in a flow through

regime [44].

Spray

In spray-type gas equilibrators, a showerhead stream of sample water is sprayed into

the headspace [43]. The transport of the water droplets through the headspace en-

courages gas transfer and speeds the process of equilibration. Included within this

is the Weiss-type [45] equilibrator. The spraying of the showerhead is similar to the

bottle-shaking step in the simple bottle collection and headspace equilibration tech-

nique described above. A spray-type gas equilibrator is used in this thesis to create

water samples with known dissolved gas concentration in Chapter 2.
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Bubbling

Gas equilibration techniques can use bubbling as a means to increase and speed up

gas transfer from the water to the headspace [46]. In this situation, gas is bubbled

through the sample water in either an open or closed loop. In closed loops, gas is fed

back through the water to encourage more diffusion of the headspace gas with that of

the water. Certain parameters of the feed-back bubbling increase mass flow between

the gas within the bubbles and the surrounding water [47].

Key factors to consider include bubble size and bubble speed. As the size of

the individual bubbles increases, the interphase mass transfer coefficient between the

water and gas decreases [47]. This means that smaller bubbles are better for gas

equilibration applications. As bubble velocity increases, the interphase mass transfer

coefficient between the water and gas is relatively constant, but high velocities perform

better [47].

Marble

In marble-type gas equilibration, sample water is flowed downward over a cylinder

of marbles while a close loop of air circulates from the headspace up through the

marbles [48]. Equilibration occurs in this case because of turbulent flow in the system.

Kortzinger et al. (2009) and Webb et al. (2016) present comprehensive reviews of

membrane-, showerhead- (and Weiss-) bubble- and marble-type air-water equilibra-

tors for dissolved CH4 and CO2 analysis [43,46], demonstrating response times as low

as 34 seconds for CO2 with membrane type calibrators.

1.2.2 Gas Analysis

Following gas extraction, gas analysis can be performed with a range of sensor types.

Here the gas analyzers used in current state-of-the-art field-portable measurement

system are highlighted.

Infrared spectroscopy and mass spectroscopy are two techniques currently used

to measure dissolved gas in situ in the ocean and coastal environments [49–52]. For
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these techniques, the gas concentration is measured in the gas phase, requiring that

the instruments be coupled to a gas extraction system [49]. Gas extraction and equi-

libration can have time responses on the scale of hours and very limited volumes of

gas can be extracted, impacting overall time response and limits of detection of the

sensor [18]. A commercial instrument designed for the analysis of extracted gas is

the aforementioned ABB-Los Gatos Ultraportable Greenhouse Gas Analyzer, a cav-

ity enhanced infrared absorption spectrometer which weighs 15 kg and is roughly

the size of a briefcase [53]. Other infrared absorption spectroscopic instruments have

been deployed on underwater vehicles to monitor subsea dissolved gas, employing

complex fluid and gas exchange systems and laser diode sources [51,54]. ProOceanus

offers commercially available dissolved CO2 and CH4 sensors based on non-dispersive

infrared (NDIR) sensing chambers coupled to a gas permeable membrane. This in-

strument weighs only 0.53 kg and measures 11 cm in length, but is relatively high

cost [55]. The CONTROS HydroC 𝐶𝐻4 sensor also couples absorption spectroscopy

and a gas permeable membrane, but is roughly 50 cm in length and 12.5 kg in weight,

and also has high cost [56]. Similar to absorption spectroscopy measurements, in

situ mass spectrometers can be used to monitor environmental dissolved gas at low

concentrations, but are large, high cost, and power intensive [49].

The large size and mass of these instruments greatly limits the range of locations

where measurements can be made and the platforms that can use them. The develop-

ment of small, portable dissolved gas sensors, which are either handheld or deployable

on underwater vehicles, would enable more widespread studies and measurements in

waterways that are currently routinely inaccessible. Additionally, developments of

such instruments will provide labs the means to purchase or make their own low-cost

systems instead of needing to purchase extremely costly ones. In the following Chap-

ter, a gas extraction and analysis system is presented which seeks to move dissolved

gas sensing from an expensive, cumbersome endeavor to a low-cost and field-portable

method, which balances the trades of cost, size, measurement accuracy, and robust-

ness.
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Chapter 2

A Low-Cost Gas Extraction and

Measurement System (LC-GEMS) for

dissolved gas analysis in aqueous

environments

2.1 Introduction

Estuaries, lakes, coastal salt marshes, and fresh inland wetlands have been found to

store and emit carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) and are recognized as emerg-

ing players in the global carbon cycle budget [26–31]. The majority of lakes globally

are supersaturated with CO2 [57]. In a recent study in the Alpine area of the Eastern

Alps, Pighini et al. (2018) found that 39 of 40 investigated lakes were supersaturated

with both CO2 and CH4 [58]. The near-surface dissolved concentrations of CO2 and

CH4 were found to exceed atmospheric levels by factors of approximately 2 and 400

times respectively [58]. Additionally, in coastal salt marshes and estuaries, significant

flux of CO2 and CH4 has been observed [28]. The flux of CO2 and CH4 is these diverse

in-land and coastal environments has significant temporal and spatial variability due

to factors such as salinity, sedimentation, microbial activity, and tide [29]. In light
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of findings like these, it has been recognized by the scientific community that more

measurements in ecosystems like reservoirs, estuaries, rivers, and brackish marshes

are necessary to generate data for building global CO2 and CH4 emission models [59].

This thesis chapter will address the need for accessible, portable, and low-cost

methods to monitor pCO2 through the design of a toolbox-sized gas extraction and

measurement system and subsequent field testing and validation in a salt marsh.

2.2 pCO2 in salt marshes

Salt marshes are suitable ecosystems to evaluate a pCO2 sensor because they capture

and store carbon in their sediment and thus play a role in both emitting and ab-

sorbing CO2 to and from the atmosphere [60]. The controls and balances of the CO2

cycling in salt marsh ecosystems are not well understood [61]. The CO2 exchange in

marsh ecosystems can vary significantly on very small spatial scales (meters) due to

the varied distribution of plant life and the presence of still pools [62]. These factors

make salt marshes interesting locations to study the daily fluctuations of pCO2 con-

centration as a field validation for a field-portable dissolved gas measurement system.

CO2 flux from salt marshes varies throughout the course of the day due to the

daily photosynthesis cycle of plant life. During the day, CO2 is consumed by the plant

life, lowering the concentration of CO2. At night, the plants respire their CO2 stores,

increasing CO2 concentration. Additionally, the tidal cycle can influence the CO2

concentration in a salt marsh: daytime high tides reduce the CO2 uptake into water

[63]. An observational study of the diurnal (daytime and nighttime) fluctuations of

pCO2 concentrations in a salt marsh should provide a dynamic dataset to investigate

a pCO2 sensor.

2.2.1 Measuring dissolved CO2 in aqueous environments (pCO2)

Monitoring dissolved CO2 in surface waters is a means to study and quantify the

CO2 production and flux from a water body [64]. For this reason, many groups have

investigated means to measure the dissolved CO2 content in surface waters across
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lakes, rivers, and coastal ecosystems [50,65].

Atmospheric CO2 sensors measure CO2 concentration in the gas phase in parts per

million (ppm) by volume. Dissolved CO2 is often represented as the partial pressure

of CO2 (pCO2). pCO2 relates to the parts per million by volume of CO2 via

𝑝𝐶𝑂2,𝜇𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 𝐶𝑂2,𝑝𝑝𝑚 · 1 × 10−6 1

𝑝𝑝𝑚
· 𝑇𝐷𝐺𝑃 (2.1)

where TDGP is the total dissolved gas pressure of the water sample [66].

The sensors used in this thesis chapter measure CO2 in ppm. Thus, ppm is the

unit of measurement that will be used in the calibration experiments of the system

presented here and the term dissolved CO2 will be used rather than pCO2 when the

TDGP is unknown. For the field work in this thesis chapter, surface waters will be

the target, meaning the water depth of analysis will be 30 cm at maximum. For

near-surface measurements like this, TDGP can be assumed to be atmospheric [67],

allowing the determination of pCO2 via Equation 2.1 in these situations. As 𝑃 = 1

atm in this situation, the conversion is simple, but in future studies or uses of the

LC-GEMS, accounting for the true TDGP will be an important consideration if the

LC-GEMS is adapted for use at depth.

2.2.2 State of the art in dissolved CO2 sampling and analysis

Specific engineering efforts have been undertaken to measure dissolved gas content

in freshwater lakes and rivers. Crawford et al. (2015) presented a high speed gas

equilibrator which could profile the pCO2 content of lake surface waters when attached

to the back of a boat, making use of the commercial ABB-Los Gatos Ultraportable

GGA [65]. In another recent study, Nicholson et al. (2018) integrated the ABB-

Los Gatos Ultraportable GGA with a commercial gas extraction unit (Dissolved Gas

Extraction Unit, ABB-Los Gatos Research, Inc.), which uses a membrane contactor,

to profile the dissolved CH4 and CO2 content of a river surface [50]. Xiao et al. (2020)

present a hybrid, low-cost gas extraction with an exceptionally fast time response

(𝑡95% = 10 seconds for CO2) when integrated with commercial gas analyzers [68].
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These emergent techniques show promise in making continuous, in situ gas extrac-

tion for gas sensors more accessible and portable. However, the techniques used by

Nicholson et al. (2018), Crawford et al. (2015), and Xiao et al. (2020) all make use

of large, expensive commercial gas analyzers (Los Gatos GGA, GasScouter G4301,

and Picarro G2132-i) which each cost upwards of tens of thousands of dollars. The

extraction system developed by Crawford et al. (2015) was integrated onto a small

research boat which supported all the intake pumps and sensing equipment [65]. The

Dissolved Gas Extraction Unit used by Nicholson et al. (2018) is large and are dif-

ficult to transport to the sample site by hand. Thus, despite the existence of these

instruments and advances making them more rapid and portable, many lab and com-

munity groups still rely on bottle-sample collection methods because the extraction

and portable analysis equipment is prohibitively expensive and also cumbersome and

complicated to transport and deploy.

For this reason, methods are needed that bridge the gap between affordability and

continuous, in situ dissolved gas monitoring. This thesis presents a sensing system

that meets this need by balancing the trade-offs of data quality, portability, price,

and robustness through the implementation of a low-cost gas extraction system and

low-cost commercial off-the-self CO2 sensors.

2.3 Design of the Low-Cost Gas Extraction and Mea-

surement System (LC-GEMS)

In the approach presented here, a low-cost gas extraction and measurement system

(LC-GEMS) is built from three interconnected systems to create a portable dissolved

gas sensor for shallow water applications: 1) a gas extractor, 2) a gas sensor, and

3) a power routing stage (Figure 2-1). This section presents the design of each of

these components. The gas extractor design is based on the FaRAGE (Fast-Response

Automated Gas Equilibrator) system presented in Xiao et al. (2020) [68], redesigned

and built here using low-cost equipment, totaling just under < $350 cost (Table
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Figure 2-1: System diagram of the LC-GEMS. The gas extraction system takes in the
input sample water as well as atmospheric air as sweep gas. The extracted gas sample
is fed to the sensor payload and the waste water is output back to the environment.
Both the gas extraction system and sensor payload are powered by a portable power
system. The gas paths are drawn in black, the water paths are drawn in blue, and
the power paths are drawn in red.

2.2), and remodeled for handheld use in the field. The gas analysis stage is built

from a low-cost microcontroller, datalogger, commercial of-the-shelf (COTS) pressure,

humidity, and temperature sensors (Adafruit BME280), and a COTS CO2 gas sensor

(CO2meter.com K30) which collectively cost $213 (Table 2.2). The portable power

routing system relies on a waterproof electronics box which distributes power via

press buttons and can distribute power from any 12V battery. At a total cost of

just under $600 and with a simple to replicate design, this system enables the in situ

investigation of dissolved gas concentration trends at slightly lower resolution than

expensive state of the art equipment.

2.3.1 Gas Extraction System

The FaRAGE system presented in Xiao et al. (2020) has a 95% time response (𝑡95%)

of 10 seconds and nanomolar range sensitivity, when coupled to state of the art gas

analysis equipment (GasScouter, Picarro, Inc, Santa Clara, CA, USA). This time

response is among the fastest of current gas extraction techniques [43]. The design
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incorporates bubble and Weiss type equilibrator techniques into a flow-through system

that has a headspace of minimal volume. The FaRAGE system works as follows

(summarized from Xiao et al. (2020)): The sample water and a sweep gas are injected

into a gas-water mixing unit and then fed through two meters of tubing for further

mixing. The mixed sample water and sweep gas are then sprayed downward into a

gas-water separation unit, with the water being removed and the headspace being

fed to the gas analyzer stage (through desiccant and filters to ensure the analyzers

are not damaged by water). The speed of the FaRAGE technique is a result of

the minimal headspace and hybrid flow-through design. Xiao et al. (2020) provide

supplemental information detailing the chemical and physical theoretical background

of the design [69].

Xiao et al. (2020) built their gas-water mixing and gas-water separation units from

syringes and present the design in their supplement [69]. The use of plastic syringes for

stages makes the FaRAGE system low-cost and accessible. However, the extraction

system uses expensive mass flow controllers, pumps, and meters to regulate the flow

of their system, as well as a compressed gas cylinder for the sweep gas. The cost of

these items (over $2000) and the great cost of the gas analyzers used at the analysis

stage (tens of thousands of dollars) make this system still prohibitively expensive

for some groups, such as research groups at academic institutions. Additionally, the

weight of all this equipment (over 15 kg) is not easily transportable by hand.

The LC-GEMS adapts the gas-water mixing and separation stages of the FaRAGE

system into a lost-cost gas extraction system (all parts and costs listed in Table 2.2).

The key adaptions and differences between the FaRAGE system and the gas extrac-

tion system in the LC-GEMS are detailed in Table 2.1. The gas-water mixing and

separation stages are built following the FaRAGE technique, using plastic syringes as

the stage housings [69]. Rather than use mass flow controllers, which would cost over

$2000, the water and sweep gas flows are controlled by voltage regulated COTS peri-

staltic and vacuum pumps respectively in the LC-GEMS. The rate of the water inlet

and outlet flow is controlled by regulating the supply voltage to the peristaltic pumps

with 12V Step-Up/Step-Down Voltage Regulators. This maintained a water flow of
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Figure 2-2: The gas extraction system used in the LC-GEMS. The middle labeled
portion (gas-water mixing state, gas-water mixing tubing, gas-water seperation stage,
and the membrane and desiccant drying elements) are of the FaRAGE system as
presented by Xiao et al. (2020) [68]

.

approximately 500 ml/min for the peristaltic pumps used. The rate of the sweep gas

flow is controlled by supplying the vacuum pumps with 5V, 2.5A Step-Down Voltage

Regulators. This maintains the inlet sweep gas at a flow of approximately 1.5 L/min.

The outlet flow of the extracted gas is also regulated by a manual flow control valve

on an analog flow meter (Figure 2-3), adjusting it to 1 L/min. The use of low-cost

pumps without precise flow rate control comes at the cost of precision in the mixing

ratio of gas and water. The composition of the gas reaching the sensor from the

extraction stage depends on these flow rates. For this reason the LC-GEMS perfor-

mance and extraction efficiency is best captured by a lab calibration across several

known dissolved gas samples.

The passive pressure regulation in the water-air mixing chamber allows the air and

water flow balance to be slightly imprecise without endangering the sensor payload.

This ensures that the water-air mixing chamber does not over-pressurize and begin

to pump water to the sensor payload.
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Another key difference between the FaRAGE system’s extraction method and the

method taken in the LC-GEMS is that, rather than using air from a gas canister, the

sweep gas for the LC-GEMS is atmospheric air pumped through a syringe filled with

Litholyme CO2 absorbent pellets (Allied Heathcare Products Inc., St. Louis, MO,

USA), that absorb CO2 from a gas flow.

In total, the LC-GEMS extraction stage costs just under $350 (Table 2.2), as op-

posed to a cost of over $4,000 for the FaRAGE gas extraction system. Figure 2-2 out-

lines the components used in the LC-GEMS extraction system. The entire extraction

system is held within a hand-portable (36x20x20 cm) plastic toolbox (Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3: Photographs of the gas extraction system used in the LC-GEMS. The
same syringe design as presented in Xiao et al. (2020) is used for the gas-water mixing
and separation stages, while the water flow control, gas flow control, and sweep gas
systems are adapted as explained in Section 2.1. The entire LC-GEMS extraction
system is housed inside a plastic hand-portable toolbox which is lightweight and easy
to transport.
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2.3.2 Sensor Payload

The sensor payload system contains three components: 1) the extracted dissolved gas

analysis chamber, with CO2 sensor, and pressure (P), humidity (H), and temperature

(T) sensors 2) the sweep gas sensing chamber, which houses an additional CO2 sensor

and 3) the electronics for control, communication, and data logging. Figure 2-4 illus-

trates the extracted dissolved gas and sweep gas chambers as well as their supporting

electronics.

Figure 2-4: The sensor payload and electronic system of the LC-GEMS. CO2 gas
sensors, housed in air tight chambers, are used to monitor both the inlet sweep gas to
the LC-GEMS and the outlet gas from the LC-GEMS. The BME280 sensor monitors
pressure, temperature, and humidity in the outlet gas chamber. An ESP32 microcon-
troller controls and communicates with the sensors and logs the data and also send
the data via bluetooth to a computer or mobile device for live monitoring.

CO2 sensor

Infrared (IR) transmittance and absorption spectroscopy are a means to probe and

measure the interaction of IR light with the internal bond structure of a gas [70].

The chemical bonds within a gas molecule absorb certain wavelengths of light at
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different magnitudes, depending on the nature of the chemical bond. For example,

the symmetric C=O stretch bond in CO2 exhibits absorption at 1337 cm−1 [71],

equivalent to a 7479.43 nm wavelength, in the mid-infrared region. Many state of the

art CO2 sensors work off the principal of IR absorption spectroscopy and use high

precision opto-electronics to achieve high sensitivity.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is another method of infrared

spectroscopy that makes use of interferometry and the mathematical technique of

Fourier transform. All infrared frequencies are measured simultaneously via an inter-

ferometer, resulting in a fast and highly-sensitive measurement of a large frequency

spectrum [72]. The raw measurement must be processed by a Fourier transform to

interpret the data as a frequency spectrum.

Turning to the needs of the LC-GEMS, there are many characteristic required of

a CO2 sensor for dissolved gas analysis that go beyond the requirements for simple

atmospheric monitoring. Dissolved gas sensors must be resistant and robust against

humidity because gas extraction often results in elevated moisture content in the gas

sample. Dissolved gas sensors must also have a low detection limit and high sensitivity

around atmospheric concentration (roughly 400 ppm for CO2) to ensure detection in

the range expected for the target ecosystem, which begins at near atmospheric levels

for dissolved CO2 analysis.

IR absorption spectroscopy is vulnerable to moisture content because water is ab-

sorbent across a broad range of wavelengths and can interfere with the reading at the

band associated with CO2 [73]. This is overcome in some sensing techniques by using

reference cells that simultaneously measure the water vapor content and can correct

for it in the final measurement [74]. In other infrared absorption measurement tech-

niques, cross-correlation correction methods are used [73]. Cross-correlation correc-

tion is a data processing technique in which known interference relationships between

gas are used to calculate their respective concentrations in unknown mixtures [73].

The LC-GEMS is targeted for applications where portability and accessibility are

more important than maximal precision. For this reason, state of the art spectrome-

ters, which are on the order of tens of thousands of dollars, are inappropriate.
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In recent years, the availability of COTS CO2 sensors has grown in the market of

atmospheric measurement because of widespread availability to low-cost light sources,

detectors, and new fabrication techniques [75–77]. COTS CO2 sensors work off many

different sensing principles, including, most prominently, metal oxide semi-conductor

(MOS) types [78] and NDIR types [75]. Semiconductor gas sensors are vulnerable to

humidity and can inhibit sensor performance [79] and for this reason MOS sensors

were not pursued for the LC-GEMS.

Like IR and FTIR spectrometers, NDIR sensing works off the principle of infrared

light absorption. The sensor is made from an IR light source and detector on opposite

sides of a sample chamber [74]. The IR source often projects a broadband of IR light

and filters are used either at the source or detector side to select a wavelength where

CO2 has a strong absorption band [74]. When CO2 is not present in the chamber,

the intensity of the IR source hitting the detector is maximized. As more CO2 fills

the chamber, the intensity reading at the detector is linearly decreased as a function

of CO2 concentation. The technique is low-cost because of its simplicity: the term

non-dispersive means that no prism or grating is used to separate the light, which

would complicate the design.

NDIR sensors have been widely adopted across many disciplines of gas sensing for

their robustness, reliability, and low power usage [75,80,81]. NDIR sensors have pre-

viously been installed behind gas-water membranes for in situ pCO2 analysis and have

shown good stability and robustness [75,77,82–87]. For these reasons, an NDIR sen-

sor was chosen for LC-GEMS. Of the commercially available NDIR CO2 sensors, the

K30 10,000ppm CO2 Sensor from CO2meter.com (CO2Meter.com, Ormond Beach,

FL, USA) has been well studied and categorized by research groups for atmospheric

sensing [75, 77, 86, 87]. The K30 demonstrates excellent sensitivity for its low cost.

Previous works have found that the K30 CO2 sensor is sensitive around and below

atmospheric conditions and can achieve a root mean square error as low as 1.9 ppm

once corrections for humidity and temperate and calibrations were performed and

applied [77]. Thus, the K30 NDIR sensor fits the needs of dissolved gas sensing by

being robust against humidity, highly sensitive, and having a lower detection limit
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than atmospheric conditions.

Gas Sensing Chambers

Two K30 sensors are used in the LC-GEMS. One is used for monitoring the input

sweep gas and another monitors the outlet gas from the LC-GEMS. The sweep gas and

outlet gas K30 sensors are contained in two separate air-tight chambers (Figure 2-

5 A-B). The LC-GEMS reading, 𝑥, is defined as the difference between the CO2

concentration in the input sweep gas and that at the LC-GEMS output:

𝑥 = 𝐶𝑂2,𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝐶𝑂2,𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑝 (2.2)

The difference of these two CO2 readings is the raw extracted gas measurement of

the LC-GEMS.

The inlet of the sweep gas chamber is attached via a tube to the plastic syringe

body filled with CO2 absorbent (Litholyme) (Figure 2-5A). The outlet of the sweep

gas chamber is attached to the vacuum pump, which injects the sweep gas into the

gas-water mixing stage (see Figure 2-2). The outlet gas sensing chamber is attached

via tubing to the outlet of the gas extraction stage (Figure 2-5). Within the outlet

gas sensing chamber is also an H, T, and P sensor (Adafruit BME280; Figure 2-5D).

Section 2.4 explains how the K30 measurement is calibrated with the BME280 sensor

to account for the fluctuating H, T, and P conditions within the chamber.

Supporting electronics and housings

The sensing system is controlled by a microcontroller chip (ESP32, Espressif Systems,

Shanghai Co., Ltd) which is equipped with built-in WiFi and Bluetooth connectivity

capabilities. The ESP32-DevKitC-32D (Mouser Electronics, Mansfield, Texas, USA)

was the specific development board used. Bluetooth communication was used both

in the lab and in the field to collect and monitor data live for the LC-GEMS. In

addition, a microSD card reader module was used to log data for the sensor.

All electronics as well as the gas outlet chamber are housed inside a 150x100x70
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Figure 2-5: Photographs of the sensor payload system of the LC-GEMS. (A) The
150x100x70 mm waterproof electronics box holds the microcontroller, data logger, and
5V regulator as well as the chamber for measuring the outlet gas from the LC-GEMS.
The black enclosure sitting on top of this box is the sweep gas sensing chamber, which
can be seen connected at its inlet to a syringe filled with CO2 absorbent. (B) The
inside of the electronics box, showing the ESP32 microcontroller, data logger, 5V
regulator and the LC-GEMS outlet sensing chamber. (C) The inside of the sweep
gas sensing chamber, containing the K30 CO2 sensor. (D) The inside of the LC-
GEMS outlet sensing, containing the K30 CO2 sensor and the BME280 humidity,
temperature, and pressure sensor.
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mm waterproof electronics box (Figure 2-5B). The sweep gas chamber is housed in

an 138x105x35 mm enclosure and is fastened to the top of the larger electronics box

(the black enclosure in Figure 2-5A). The entire sensing payload system is attached

to the top of the gas extraction enclosure (Figure 2-7).

2.3.3 Portable Power System

Figure 2-6: The power routing system used by the LC-GEMS. One outlet is attached
to the portable 12V battery pack to power the entire system. Waterproof buttons are
used to power different components of the system.

Integral to the successful deployment of a sensor in the field is a portable power

system that makes operating the system simple. As illustrated in Figure 2-6, the LC-

GEMS was designed to run off of one power outlet. The water outlet pump and both

air pumps are turned on via button number one and the water inlet pump is turned

on via button number two. This separation of the water inlet pump was to add an

additional layer of safety to prevent flooding of the device, should a component fail.

The sensors and their electronics were then turned on by button number three. The

power routing system is attached to the top of the gas extraction housing, pictured

in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7: The full LC-GEMS system, front and back, in the field.

2.3.4 Entire Integrated LC-GEMS

The full LC-GEMS is picture in Figure 2-7. All of the components that are used in

the LC-GEMS are presented in Table 2.2 alongside their cost.

2.4 K30 CO2 Sensor Calibrations

Low cost COTS sensors, like the K30 CO2 sensors, do not match the precision and

robustness of lab grade spectrometers and gas analyzers, like those used in other in

situ dissolved gas measurement systems [50,65,68]. To correct for the relatively large

(10s of ppm) root mean square errors (RMSEs) of these sensors, a multivariate linear

regression model was used to correct for the effects of H, T, and P on the sensor

reading, as previously presented for K30 CO2 sensors in Martin et al. (2017) [77].

Equation 2.4 presents the multivariate linear regression model used, in terms of H,

T, and P.

𝐶𝑂2,𝑝𝑝𝑚 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏𝐻 ·𝐻 + 𝑏𝑇 · 𝑇 + 𝑏𝑃 · 𝑃 + 𝑒 (2.3)

Where 𝑏0, 𝑏𝐻 , 𝑏𝑇 , and 𝑏𝑃 are the regression coefficients and 𝑒 is the error coefficient.

Prior to creating the multivariate linear regression model, the K30 sensors were cali-

brated according to their instruction manual [88], flowing nitrogen (N2) gas into the
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Item Quantity Part Name and Source Cost

Plastic Syringes with Luer
Lock Connection*

1x20 ml,
1x30 ml,
1x50 ml

McMaster-Carr #7510A45,
#7510A46. #7510A656 $6.00

2" needles with Luer Lock * 2 McMaster-Carr #75165A265 $3.40

Rubber stoppers*
1 x size 0,
1 x size 4,
1 x size 6

Karter Scientific #216K2,
#216O2, and #216Q2 $3.66

1/8" ID 1/4" OD Tygon
Tubing* 10 meters McMaster-Carr #6516T14 $9.50

Luer lock tube fittings for
1/8" ID tubing

10
female,
10 male

McMaster-Carr #51525K293,
#51525K143 $11.35

Barbed tube fittings for 1/8"
ID tubing 10 McMaster-Carr # 5463K626 $8.97

CO2 absorbent 100
grams

Litholyme, Allied Heahtcare
Products Inc. $2.00

5V-6VDC Mini Air Pump 2 TCS Electrical Motor Co.
#JQB2438274 $17.98

5V, 2.5A Step-Down Voltage
Regulator 2 Pololu product #2858 $17.90

XP1500/XP2200 Peristaltic
Pump 2 AGO $198.00

12V Step-Up/Step-Down
Voltage Regulator 2 Pololu product #2577 $29.90

Air stone* 1 Pawfly #ASC-030 $0.70
Nylon syringe filter, Pore Size

0.22𝜇m* 1 AllPure #AP-NY025N022 $0.65

Analog flow meter and valve 1 JIAWANSHUN Oxygen Air Flow
Meter 0.1-1.5LPM $17.99

Plastic 14-inch toolbox 1 Akro-Mils 09514CFT ProBox
14-Inch Plastic Storage Toolbox $19.99

Gas Extractor Cost $348
K30 10,000 ppm CO2 sensor 2 CO2 Meter #SE-0018 $170.00

ESP32 Development Board 1 Mouser #356-ESP32-
DEVKITC32D $10.00

Waterproof Junction Box for
Electronics 1 Waterproof IP65 Junction Box

(150x100x70 mm) $13.99

Waterproof Junction Box for
Electronics 1

LeMotech Waterproof IP65
Junction Box Enclosure Pale Gray

3.3" x 2.3" x 1.3"
$7.99

Waterproof Junction Box for
Electronics 1 FX Waterproof IP68 3 Way Plug

Line Power Cord Junction Boxes $10.95

Sensor Payload Cost $213
Waterproof Junction Box for

Electronics 1 Waterproof IP65 Junction Box
(150x100x70 mm) $13.99

Push Button Switch 3 STARELO 16MM 5/8" Latching
Push Button Switch 5A 12V $21.70

Power Routing Cost $36
Total Cost $597

Table 2.2: Parts list and cost of the LC-GEMS, broken into gas extraction, sensor
payload, and power routing sub-systems. *Based on FaRAGE system construction
[69]
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sensor inlet while grounding the switch input to execute the zero calibration operation

code.

A calibration was run for 10 minutes, flowing varied concentrations of CO2 gas

(225 ppm - 1000 ppm), varying T (20∘C - 26∘C) and H (21 % - 75 %) while main-

taining atmospheric pressure conditions. A LI-COR LI-810 CO2 sensor (LI-COR

Biosciences, Lincoln, NE USA) was run simultaneously, capturing the ground truth

CO2 measurement. The LI-COR is a high-precision commercial gas analyzer used to

obtain the 𝐶𝑂2,𝑝𝑝𝑚 measurement for the multivariate linear regression model. These

data were then used to create the multivariate linear regression model (Figure 2-8).

Prior to the use of a multivariate linear regression model, the RMSE of the dissolved

gas and sweep gas K30 sensors were 20.3 and 24.7 respectively. After use of the mul-

tivariate linear regression model, the RMSE of the dissolved gas and sweep gas K30

sensors were 3.0 and 3.2 respectively. This model is used going forward for all K30

readings in LC-GEMS measurements.

2.5 LC-GEMS Calibrations and Characterization

2.5.1 LC-GEMS Gas Extraction Calibration

Perfect equilibrium between the flowing water and flowing headspace is not achieved

or expected with the LC-GEMS. Instead, the steady state measurement of the LC-

GEMS represents a partial equilibrium measurement, resulting in a raw measurement

of gas concentration that is lower than expected (because the injected sweep gas di-

lutes any sample that is above the CO2 concentration in the sweep gas). The relation-

ship between the LC-GEMS measurement and the true dissolved gas concentration

must be known in order to translate its raw data to true measurements. This was

measured experimentally by conducting lab calibrations, creating water samples of

known dissolved gas content and running them through the LC-GEMS.

Samples of known dissolved gas concentration were made using a showerhead equi-

librator set-up housed inside a sealed canister (Figure 2-9B). It should be noted that
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Figure 2-8: The results of fitting a multivariate linear regression model to the K30
CO2 sensor via a calibration with the LI-COR LI-810.

to control lab conditions, the canister was submerged in a temperature controlled

sink (Figure 2-10) which was maintained at 15-20∘C and the temperature of each

water sample was recorded. A range of CO2 concentrations were first injected into

the headspace via the gas ports. The headspace of the canister was then connected

to the inlet and outlet ports of a LI-COR LI-810 (Figure 2-9). The showerhead pump

was turned on and allowed to run until the LI-COR demonstrated a steady measure-

ment after approximately 30-45 minutes, signaling that the headspace and water were

totally equalibrated (an example of the LI-COR measuring the equilibration of the

canister is shown in Figure 2-11).

The CO2 concentration in the headspace was recorded by the LI-COR in parts per

million by volume. The LI-COR was then disconnected from the headspace and the

water inlet of the LC-GEMS was connected to the canister. The LC-GEMS was then

turned on and water from the canister was pumped to the inlet for approximately 2-3
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Figure 2-9: The showerhead equilibrator is illustrated in (A) and photographed in
(B). A water pump and shower head attachment were inside a gas-tight canister and
sprayed the sample water into the headspace. To adjust the CO2 concentration, gas
was injected in the headspace through the gas inlet. To monitor the concentration
and confirm that equilibration was achieved between the headspace and water, the
LI-COR circulated the headspace by connecting its inlet and outlet.

Figure 2-10: (A) The water temperature control unit (Thermo Scientific AC150-A25B
13-21L Circulating Bath, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). (B) The
temperature controlled water is pumped through the copper tubing in the sink bath.
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Figure 2-11: An example of the LI-COR measuring the headspace CO2 concentration
in the showerhead canister. Once a steady state LI-COR reading is reached, the
headspace and water are at equal concentrations of CO2.
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minutes, allowing the LC-GEMS to reach a steady state measurement (LC-GEMS

time response is discussed in Section 2.5.2 and shown in Figure 2-15).

Calibrations were run for both fresh and saltwater samples. Salinity and gas

solubility have an inverse relationship, meaning water with higher salinity will hold

less gas [89]. Additionally, reduced CO2 desorption [90] from saltwater has previously

been attributed to the differing ionization fractions of inorganic carbon content in

fresh versus saltwater [91]. For this reason, it was expected that the LC-GEMS

extraction efficiency would vary to some degree for fresh versus saltwater.

The LC-GEMS was run on 15 different samples of known CO2 concentration with

freshwater (from a lab sink faucet) and 8 known samples of ocean saltwater (collected

from a dock on Great Harbor in Woods Hole, MA). A calibration range of 400 ppm

- 1500 ppm CO2 was used, to cover the range of atmospheric CO2 concentration to

typical levels expected at the surface of lakes and ponds which are supersaturated

with CO2 (1200 ppm) [57]. The surface concentration of CO2 in estuaries and coastal

regions can reach as high as 12,000 ppm in the late summer and while this thesis

did not calibrate for these conditions, future experiments could easily expand the

LC-GEMS to that range [92]. The raw calibration data are plotted in Figure 2-12.

Recall that the raw LC-GEMS measurement is the net extracted gas: the difference

between the CO2 concentration of the input sweep gas and the LC-GEMS gas outlet.

It is visibly clear from the collected calibration data (Figure 2-12) that a linear

relationship exists between the LC-GEMS and the predicted true pCO2 for this range

of CO2 concentrations. The following statistical methods for error and confidence

analysis are implemented to determine the accuracy of the LC-GEMS [93].

Figure 2-12 shows a simple linear regression model fit to the calibration data for

salt and freshwater. However, better interpretations of the LC-GEMS reading were

obtained when temperature was accounted for in the model. It is expected that

extraction efficiency will vary with water temperature. Thus, a multivariate linear

regression model was fit to the salt and freshwater calibration data, accounting for

the independent variables of raw LC-GEMS reading and temperature of the sample

water in determining the dependent variable, true pCO2. The regression coefficients
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Figure 2-12: The raw calibration measurements for the LC-GEMS, with fresh (blue
diamonds) and salt (red circles) water samples. A simple linear regression is plotted,
relating the raw LC-GEMS measurement to the true dissolved CO2 content. However,
Figure 2-13 shows more accurate multivariate linear regression models, which account
for the temperature of the sample water. While the saltwater samples were maintained
at a constant 15-16 ∘C temperature during calibration trials, the freshwater samples
were run at a range of 15-20 ∘C and more accurately show how temperature affects
the extraction efficiency of the LC-GEMS.
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𝛽0 (the intercept), 𝛽1 (the term for the relationship with the raw LC-GEMS reading,

x), and 𝛽2 (the term for the relationship with temperature, T), were determined to

solve for the predicted pCO2 concentration (𝑦). The hats (ˆ) designate that these

terms are least squares estimates based on the calibration data in Figure 2-12. The

estimated regression line is

𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥+ 𝛽2𝑇 (2.4)

The resulting multivariate linear models for the fresh and saltwater calibrations

are plotted in Figure 2-13 and the regression coefficients are shown. In order to

visualize the behavior of a multivariate model, one independent variable, in this case

temperature, must be held constant across the range of possible LC-GEMS readings.

The larger 𝛽1 term for the saltwater model reflects that the LC-GEMS is less efficient

at extracting gas in saltwater, as predicted. The large difference between 𝛽0 and 𝛽2

for the saltwater and freshwater models is attributed to the fact that the seawater

data were collected for a very small range of temperature and over a smaller sample

size. For this reason, the saltwater calibration model does not accurately reflect

the temperature dependency of the LC-GEMS. It is expected from these calibration

results that temperature has a much greater affect on the extraction efficiency of the

LC-GEMS than the sample water salinity does. Moving forward, the freshwater gas

extraction calibration model is used for all LC-GEMS data. Future calibrations with a

larger and more varied range of temperatures with allow for multivariate models that

account for not only temperature and LC-GEMS reading but also relative salinity.

From the freshwater calibration data and linear multivariate regressions model, a

confidence interval on the mean response at any value x can be found. At a single

LC-GEMS measurement, 𝑥0, a 100(1−𝛼)% confidence interval for ̂︂𝑝𝐶𝑂2,0 is expressed

by

𝑦0 ± 𝑡(𝛼/2,𝑛−2)

√︁
𝑀𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑠 ·𝑋𝑇

0 (𝑋𝑇𝑋)−1𝑋0 (2.5)

The term 𝑡(𝛼/2,𝑛−2) is the T distribution, for which a 95% confidence interval has
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Figure 2-13: Gas extraction calibration plots for LC-GEMS with (A) fresh and
(B) saltwater. The best fit linear multivariate regression equations are shown
and give a conversion equation between the LC-GEMS extraction reading, (x =
𝐶𝑂2,𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡−𝐶𝑂2,𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑝), sample water temperature (T), and the dissolved CO2 concen-
tration (y). The conversion is plotted for different theoretical water sample tempera-
tures between 10-20∘C. The difference in the expressions for fresh and saltwater are in
part attributed to the differences in salinity but seem to be primarily a result in the
limited temperature range (15-16∘C) used in the saltwater equilibration calibration
experiments as compared to the range used for the freshwater calibration experiments
(15-20∘C). For this reason the freshwater calibration is used for LC-GEMS measure-
ments in this study. See Figure 2-14 for confidence and prediction intervals of the
LC-GEMS.
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Figure 2-14: Confidence and prediction intervals for LC-GEMS as calculated from
Equations 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. The black line plots the expected true dissolved
CO2 concentration from measured LC-GEMS data at a constant 17∘C using the
multivariate linear regression model built from the freshwater calibration data. The
95% confidence interval gives us confidence limits on the value of CO2 predicted
from the LC-GEMS calibration. The 90% prediction intervals give a conservative
estimate of the error bars for future field measurements, reflecting the uncertainty of
the measurement due to systematic and random error. For all measurements with the
LC-GEMs in this thesis, 90% prediction intervals will be used to ensure conservative
measurements.

an 𝛼 = 0.025. 𝑀𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑠 is the mean squared error, 𝑋 is the matrix that represents

the LC-GEMS calibration data in the form [𝑥, 𝑇 ] (the raw LC-GEMS reading, x,

and the temperature reading, 𝑇 ) and 𝑋0 is the newly collected data point (x and T

reading) for which 𝑦0 is being calculated [94]. This 95% confidence interval gives us

confidence limits on the value of CO2 predicted from the LC-GEMS measurement in

the calibration [93].

Another statistical tool, prediction intervals, gives more conservative limits on

where to expect data for the LC-GEMS to lie in future measurements [94]. The
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100(1 − 𝛼)% prediction interval is calculated using the expression

𝑦0 ± 𝑡(𝛼/2,𝑛−2)

√︁
𝑀𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑠(1 +𝑋𝑇

0 (𝑋𝑇𝑋)−1𝑋0) (2.6)

Both 95% confidence and prediction intervals are plotted for the LC-GEMS linear

multivariate fit assuming T = 17 ∘C in Figure 2-14. This shows the expected accuracy

of the LC-GEMS system at 17 ∘C. Note that Figure 2-14 could be plotted for any

temperature and that 17 ∘C was chosen for this graphical representation because it

was approximately the average temperature used in the freshwater calibration trials.

For all measurements with the LC-GEMS in this thesis, 95% confidences intervals

will be used as a conservative estimate of the error bars for field measurements,

reflecting the uncertainty of the measurement due to systematic and random error.

2.5.2 LC-GEMS Time Response

Figure 2-15: An example of the step response of the LC-GEMS. At time t = 0,
LC-GEMS was measuring room equilibrated saltwater. The inlet of LC-GEMS was
then moved to saltwater with a dissolved CO2 concentration of 897 ppm and a steady
state was reached with a low-to-high step response of 𝑡63% = 34 seconds. After reading
a steady measurement, the inlet was moved to a different room equilibrated water
sample and demonstrated a high-to-low step response of 𝑡63% = 40 seconds. See
section 2.5.2 for discussion of LC-GEMS time response.
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For all the calibration trials run in Section 2.5.1, the time responses of the system

were determined. The time response definition used here is 𝑡63%, which represents

the time is takes for the system to reach 63% of its final steady state reading from

the initial step change. Here we report both response time for high-to-low concentra-

tions and low-to-high concentrations, because efficiency of high-to-low equilibration

is expected to be lower [43,95]. The average and standard deviation results for both

fresh and saltwater are presented in Table 2.3. An increase for low-to-high 𝑡63% to

high-to-low 𝑡63% is observed for freshwater but the two are relatively constant for salt

water. The larger low-to-high 𝑡63% for saltwater matches the expectation that gas is

more difficult to extract from saltwater. The average high-to-low 𝑡63% time responses

of fresh and saltwater samples were 37 and 36 seconds respectively. This result shows

that the LC-GEMS demonstrates a slightly slower time response than the FaRAGE,

which is expected due to the decreased precision in flow accuracy and balance. How-

ever, compared to the state-of-the-art gas extraction technology, the LC-GEMS time

response is among the fastest of those reported. Webb et al. (2016) reported time

responses from 34 seconds - 2 minutes for marble, showerhead, and membrane type

gas extractors. Of the techniques report in Webb et al. (2016) with similar time

responses to the LC-GEMS, such as the large membrane contactor (3M Liqui-Cel),

the LC-GEMS is comparatively much cheaper and more field-portable.

𝑡63% Low to High CO2 𝑡63% High to Low CO2

Sample Mean StDev N Mean StDev N
Freshwater 28 s 7 s 17 37 s 6 s 13
Seawater 37 s 9 s 5 36 s 4 s 5

Table 2.3: Time constant, 𝑡63%, for fresh and saltwater samples, where N is the
number of samples, going from low to high concentrations of dissolved CO2 and from
high to low. The increase in between low-to-high 𝑡63% and high-to-low 𝑡63% is observed
for freshwater but the two are relatively constant for salt water.

The higher time response in the current LC-GEMS as compared to the FaRAGE

system is attributed to 1) the response time of the K30 sensor and 2) the time it

takes to fill the gas analysis chamber that houses the K30 sensor. The response time

of the K30 sensor is 𝑡63% = 20 seconds when gas diffuses through its sensing chamber,
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as compared to the 5 second response time of the GasScouter G4301 used in the

FaRAGE system [69]. The gas analysis chamber for the K30 sensor, through which

the extracted gas flows for analysis, was designed to house the K30, the BME-280

sensor, and other additional low-cost gas sensors. The chamber and headspace size

can reduced to minimize the time it takes for the extracted gas to equilibrate within

the analysis chamber. It is expected that further reduction of the gas analysis housing

would reduce the response time.

2.6 Field Measurements

2.6.1 Field site

Once calibrated in the lab, the LC-GEMS was field tested at Little Sippewissett

Marsh, located in eastern Buzzards Bay in Falmouth, Massachusetts (41.574698, -

70.640739). A sample site was chosen to measure dissolved CO2 concentration at

different times of the day on April 19th, 20th, and 28th, 2021 (Figure 2-16). These

dates were chosen because they were relatively sunny and we expected to see changes

in dissolved CO2 concentration due to microbial and photosynthetic activity. The

site was selected in a relatively stagnant pool of the marsh (Figure 2-17) where the

LC-GEMS inlet could rest at the marsh floor, approximately 4 to 30 cm from the

surface throughout the day. The water averaged a salinity of approximately 31 PSU

on all field testing days. The location can experience large tidal changes but does not

flow at high velocities. On April 19th and 20th, the relative change between high and

low tide of Woodneck beach, the location of the inlet to Little Sippewissett Marsh,

was only 0.6 meters while on April 28th the relative change was approximately 1.5

meters. The bed of the marsh at this sample site was of fine silt and very muddy.

Plant life, specifically grass, was visibly present at the site in and out of the water

(Figure 2-17). This type of site was selected as opposed to the more active inlet and

outlet channel of the marsh, where water is actively flowing and CO2 flux may be

impacted by this motion.
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Figure 2-16: Satellite imagery of the Little Sippewissett Marsh field site, with the
test site location identified. The site is in a relatively stagnant pool of the marsh,
which can experience large tidal changes but does not flow at high velocities. In the
top left corner, the location of the Little Sippewissett Marsh is identified along the
inner coast of Massachusetts in Buzzards Bay. © 2021 MassGIS, Commonwealth of
Massechusetts EOEA, Maxar Technologies, USDA Farm Service Agency, Map data
© 2021

Figure 2-17: (A) Photograph of the field site sampling location. In this pool of the
salt marsh, the water is relatively still. (B) The LC-GEMS sample water inlet being
place into the marsh.
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Figure 2-18: LC-GEMS making measurement in the field along side the C-sense
reference sensor and the RBRconcerto CTD.

2.6.2 Sampling Procedure

The LC-GEMS was deployed at the water’s edge (Figure 2-18). The inlet and outlet

tubing of the LC-GEMS were placed carefully above the bed of the marsh to avoid

disturbing the pond sediment. A mesh filter was added to the inlet tubing to ensure

no organic material or dirt particulates would clog or interfere with the LC-GEMS.

The inlet and outlet water port of the LC-GEMS were spatially separated so that

gas-extracted water did not interfere with the ambient water CO2 concentration. The

system was powered by a Goal Zero Yeti 400 portable power station and pulled no

more that 1.2 Watts on any deployment. On April 19th and 29th the system was

deployed 8 times and run for 5 minutes, allowing for several minutes of constant

measurement. On April 28th, the LC-GEMS was run 7 times from 20 minutes up to

an hour to further evaluate its stability and robustness.

For the purpose of validating the LC-GEMS performance, a Turner Designs C-

sense sensor was used to measure pCO2 concentration simultaneously (Figure 2-19A).
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The C-sense is a commercial pCO2 sensor which works off NDIR detection. The C-

sense used had a full measurement scale of 2,000 ppm CO2 and a stated accuracy of

40ppm [96]. The C-sense was calibrated on April 10th, 2021, prior to the field testing.

A 12V pump flowed water across the C-sense membrane inlet and a mesh filter was

used at the pump inlet, similar to the LC-GEMS tubing inlet. The C-sense pCO2

sensor is designed to output a voltage that can be translated to ppm CO2 via a calibra-

tion equation provided by the manufacturer. A portable data-logger was constructed

to log the C-sense CO2 sensor data using an Arduino Uno and SD card data-logging

shield and these electronics and the sensor itself was powered off of the same Goal

Zero Yeti 400 portable power station as the LC-GEMS (Figure 2-19B). With a pump,

total equilibration time of the C-sense CO2 is approximately 12 minutes, so the sensor

was left running for at least 15 minutes during each trial to ensure total equilibration

was reached. On April 28th, the C-sense was run simultaneously with the LC-GEMS.

A RBRconcerto CTD was placed in the water to monitor temperature, salinity, and

depth (Figure 2-19C).

The LC-GEMS, C-sense, and RBRconcerto CTD were always deployed such that

their inlets were as close as possible. Note that the recorded depth of the sensors is

based on where the sensors could be positioned in the field at the time of deployment

and does not always trend with relative tide level.

Data were collected from the test site at different times throughout the day, from

early morning to evening. The light levels were collected from the public data logging

of solar power generation at the Falmouth Landfill Solar Array, located 5 miles north

east of the field site (data publically available via AlsoEnergy𝑇𝑀).

2.6.3 Field Site Measurement Results

The results of the LC-GEMS field testing data for April 19th-20th are plotted in

Figure 2-20. The results of the LC-GEMS field testing data on April 28th are plotted

in Figure 2-21, with an exemplary hour-long measurement plotted in Figure 2-22.

Note that the LC-GEMS measures in the gas phase in ppm via the K30 sensor, so the

raw measurements must be converted to partial pressure (pCO2) via Equation 2.1.
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Figure 2-19: (A) The Turner Designs C-sense pCO2 sensor is pictured, attached to
a 12V pump which flows water across the C-sense membrane inlet. A mesh filter is
used at the pump inlet to ensure no organic or dirt particulates reach the C-sense
membrane. The C-sense is used as a reference pCO2 measurement to evaluate the
performance of the LC-GEMS. (B) The electronics for powering and logging the
Turner Designs C-sense CO2 sensor. (C) The RBRconcerto CTD is pictured. The
CTD collects and logs temperature, salinity, and depth measurements.
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Figure 2-20: April 19th-20th, 2021, Field Work Data. Top: Each data point represents
a 2 minute average reading from the C-sense and LC-GEMS sensor. The error bars
for the LC-GEMS measurements are 95% confidence intervals. The C-sense is listed
as having a 40 ppm accuracy, represented here in its error bars [96]. Note that for the
data points at 07:00 and 09:00 the C-sense was railed-out at its maximum reading of
2000 ppm, so no C-sense reference data are available at those data points. Middle:
The salinity and temperature readings from the RBRconerto CTD are plotted with
dashed 2-point moving averages. Bottom: The tide of Woodneck Beach (which is the
inlet to Little Sippewissett Marsh, shown in Figure 2-17) is plotted in light blue and
supplied from www.tidetablechart.com. The depth of the sensors’ inlets as measured
by the RBRconcerto CTD are plotted in black along with a dashed 2-point moving
average. The depth of the sensors is based on where the sensors could be positioned
in the field at the time of deployment and does not always trend with relative tide
level.
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Figure 2-21: April 28th Field Work Data. Top: Each data point represents a 10
minute average reading from the C-sense and LC-GEMS sensors, note that this is a
longer averaging than for the April 19th-20th data. The error bars for the LC-GEMS
measurements are 95% confidence intervals. The C-sense is listed as having a 40
ppm accuracy, represented here in its error bars [96]. Note that around 06:00 the
C-sense was railed-out at its maximum reading of 2000 ppm, so no reference data are
available for the LC-GEMS at those data points. The solar power data reflects the
light levels throughout the day. Middle: The salinity and temperature readings from
the RBRconcerto CTD are plotted with dashed 2-point moving averages. Bottom:
The depth of the sensors’ inlets as measured by the RBRconcerto CTD are plotted
in black along with a dashed 2-point moving average. The tide of Woodneck Beach
(which is the inlet to Little Sippewissett Marsh, shown in Figure 2-17) is plotted in
light blue and supplied from www.tidetablechart.com. The depth of the sensors is
based on where the sensors could be positioned in the field at the time of deployment
and does not always trend with relative tide level.
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All measurements were taken at less than 30 cm depth, so atmospheric TDGP was

assumed to convert ppm directly to pCO2. In the results from both April 19th-20th

and April 28th, the LC-GEMS clearly follows the trends measured by the C-sense.

Figure 2-22: Hour long measurement with the LC-GEMS and C-sense starting at
12:40 on April 28th, 2021. This data shows that the LC-GEMS not only tracks
closely with the C-sense on the scale of hours but also on the scale of minutes. Small
fluctuations of pCO2 are observed with both sensors between 12:30 and 13:45. A net
change of roughly 700 𝜇𝑎𝑡𝑚 pCO2 over the hour period is observed by both sensors.
Note that this measurement is not believed to be sensor temperature drift because
previous measurements have found minimal sensor drift of the C-sense over a 24 hour
long measurement. Top: Each data point represents a 2 minute average reading from
the C-sense and LC-GEMS sensors. Middle: The salinity and temperature readings
from the RBRconerto CTD are plotted with dashed 30-point moving averages. Bot-
tom: The depth of the sensors’ inlets as measured by the RBRconcerto CTD are
plotted in black along with a dashed 2-point moving average. The tide of Wood-
neck Beach (which is the inlet to Little Sippewissett Marsh, shown in Figure 2-17)
is plotted in light blue and supplied from www.tidetablechart.com. The depth of the
sensors is based on where the sensors could be positioned in the field at the time of
deployment and does not always trend with relative tide level.
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Interpretation of field measurement results

For both the April 19th-20th and April 28th measurements, the marsh pCO2 content

was highest in the early morning, and decreased to an observed low around mid-day

before gradually increasing into the evening. This general trend matches the pattern

expected for photosynthetic activity, with CO2 production from vegetation at night

(thus increased pCO2) followed by increased CO2 consumption during the day (thus

decreased pCO2). It is also evident that in both cases the minimum pCO2 coincided

with the high tide and that as the tide went out in the afternoon the pCO2 generally

trended upward. The increase of pCO2 with out-going tide matches the findings of

previous studies of tidal marshes [97].

One key difference between the field measurements is that the morning peak pCO2,

as measured by the LC-GEMS, was much lower on April 28th (2165 𝜇𝑎𝑡𝑚) than on

April 20th (4750 𝜇𝑎𝑡𝑚). This is likely justified by the fact that the full moon occurred

on April 26th, shortly before the April 28th measurements. This means that the

April 28th measurements occurred during a spring tide (the large tide cycle during

full moon) and the April 19th-20th measurements occurred during a neap tide (the

more moderate tide cycle when the moon is at a right angle to the sun) [98]. During

spring tides the respiration of CO2 from tidal marshes is lower [98], which matches

the lower measurement of peak pCO2 during the spring tide on April 28th.

Another difference between the measurements from April 28th and April 19th-20th

is that April 28th shows an increase in pCO2 midday of approximately 700 𝜇𝑎𝑡𝑚 over

an hour (from 12:30 to 13:45, captured by both the LC-GEMS and C-sense in Figure 2-

22) where as on April 20th, there is a very gradual afternoon increase of 200 𝜇𝑎𝑡𝑚

over four hours (Figure 2-20). Firstly, this observation is believed not to be sensor

temperature drift because previous measurements have found minimal sensor drift of

the C-sense over a 24 hour long measurement. In this drift-assessment measurement,

the C-sensor only drifted approximately 16 ppm over the course of 24 hours, a much

slower rate of drift than the measurement in Figure 2-22. One primary reason for

this could be that the LC-GEMS was not run for longer that 5 minutes on April 20th
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and would not have picked up on these kinds of short-term trends at one constant

location. Another key difference, as seen in the solar power data, is that April 28th

had less intense sun exposure and was partly cloudy throughout the day, which could

have impacted photosynthesis activity. Additionally, the tidal change was much larger

on April 28th than on April 19th-20th (caused by the spring tide) and a total of 8

cm of depth was lost to the tide throughout the hour-long measurement (Figure 2-22

bottom plot). Tide (i.e. water depth) and ecosystem respiration have an inverse

relationship because water level can impact CO2 diffusion as well as photosynthetic

activity [98]. This means an out-going tide could potentially explain increased CO2

production. Additionally, the increase in water temperature could reflect an increase

in soil temperature, which is positively correlated with CO2 from marshes [99]. It is

important to note in this discussion that the CO2 flux from marshes is recognized

as having a complex pattern with tide and daylight on daily time-scales [97] and has

shown varied relationships with both [100].

2.6.4 Discussion of Field Performance

As shown in Figures 2-20 and 2-21, the LC-GEMS is capable of capturing the daily

trends of dissolved CO2 content in the Little Sippewissett Marsh. Figure 2-23 plots the

agreement between the LC-GEMS and C-sense measurement. The median percent

difference between the LC-GEMS and C-sense reading was 19.9 % on April 28th.

Previous studies have compared the accuracy between different gas extraction and

equilibration techniques for pCO2 measurement [29,101,102] and they have reported

percent differences among techniques of 9 - 15 %. This shows that the LC-GEMS

system performs just slightly outside of the range of expected accuracy among current

dissolved CO2 sensing techniques.

Thus, while the percent difference between the LC-GEMS and C-sense is indeed

a significant error for some applications where ppm level accuracy is needed, it is

actually common for gas extraction measurement systems to disagree close to this

order of magnitude. Thus, the LC-GEMS is a valid and promising technique for

obtaining representative trends as well as preliminary data from field sites.
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Figure 2-23: Comparison of the LC-GEMS and C-sense pCO2 readings for April 19th,
20th, and 28th field tests. Each data point is from Figures 2-20 and 2-21 excluding
the points where the C-sense was railed-out. The median percent difference between
the LC-GEMS and C-sense reading on April 28th was 19.9% (grey squares), similar
to the agreement previously found among other gas extraction systems [101]. The
median percent difference between the LC-GEMS and C-sense reading on April 19th
and 20th was 21.3% (black circles). This discrepancy is attributed to the high water
temperatures and future iterations on LC-GEMS calibration protocols are expected
to improve this accuracy.
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The median percent difference on April 19th-20th between the LC-GEMS and

C-sense was 21%. This slightly larger difference is attributed to the high water tem-

peratures (up to 22 ∘C) that were not covered in the lab calibration experiments. It

is expected that future lab calibration that cover these high temperatures will build

better multivariate relationships between sample water temperature and LC-GEMS

reading to determine true pCO2 content.

Additionally, the results in Figure 2-22 reflect the LC-GEMS’ capability for short-

term analysis. This plot shows that the LC-GEMS is not only capable of monitoring

dissolved CO2 trends over hour long time scales, but also changes on the scale of

minutes.

Beyond measurement accuracy, the field testing was also a good test for the LC-

GEMS robustness for field depoloyability. For the most part, the mesh water inlet

filter was effective at preventing silt or debris from entering the LC-GEMS. However,

during a couple trial runs, the filter became submerged in the mud and silty water was

observed in the LC-GEMS. In these cases, the LC-GEMS CO2 reading was greatly

increased. The increased CO2 reading is attributed to agitation of the sediment in

the water flowing through the LC-GEMS extracting more CO2. Disturbing sediment

re-mineralizes stored organic carbon into CO2 (which is the reason sea-bed dredging

releases more CO2 to the atmosphere than aviation annually [103]). Simple clearing

of the mesh filter by opening and removing any clogged debris would resolve the issue.

Silty and muddy water does not damage the LC-GEMS because the water only flows

through tubing; there are no delicate filter materials that are vulnerable to clogging

or bio-fouling easily.

Data were successfully streamed to a laptop roughly 15 feet from the LC-GEMS

for live data monitoring, though at times when the tide was highest the LC-GEMS

was too far from the laptop to achieve a data connection.

2.6.5 Conclusion

The goal of a system like the LC-GEMS is to give research groups access to a low-cost

and portable means to investigate dissolved gas trends and cycling. For some cases,
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the precision of the LC-GEMS would be sufficient for the research questions scientists

have about a specific area. In other cases, the LC-GEMS may act as a good first pass

to determine if an area is of interest for further high precision analysis with more

expensive equipment.

As discussed in Section 2.6.4, the percent difference between the LC-GEMS and

reference C-sense is on a similar order of magnitude compared to other current gas

extraction techniques [29,101] for certain temperature changes. Future improvements

can be made to the calibration protocol for the LC-GEMS to achieve good measure-

ment agreement for temperatures outside the range of 15-20 ∘C used to calibrate in

this study. Additionally, future studies should evaluate the measurement drift asso-

ciated with the LC-GEMS for assessing accuracy on longer duration deployments.

The LC-GEMS proved robust against environmental factors such as silt and or-

ganic debris, which is significant for gas extraction systems, seeing as the common

membrane technologies are very vulnerable to clogging. Future work can address long-

term durability against sediment and particulates by integrating water inlet filters

that are more resistant against mud and silt clogging. Additionally, the LC-GEMS

was designed to be hand portable and simple to use in the field. The LC-GEMS

could easily be adapted for use on-board a surface vehicle. Future iterations of the

LC-GEMS can adapt the system packaging to enable it to be left unattended for

hour, day, or week long measurements at a single location.
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Chapter 3

Planar nanophotonic structures for

intensity based readout refractive

index sensing applied to dissolved

methane detection

This thesis chapter was published in the Optical Society of America’s Continuum

Journal, Blevins et al. 2020 [104], and a reformatted version is reproduced here.

As introduced in Chapter 2, there is a need for low-cost and portable dissolved gas

sensors that enable rich spatial and temporal data collection. Chapter 2 introduces a

means to solve this problem using a rapid, low-cost, and portable gas extraction sys-

tem with low-cost commercial gas sensors. This approach sticks with the convention

of first extracting gas from the water phase and then analyzing the sample in the gas

phase. Another path toward making more portable dissolved gas sensors would be to

by-pass the extraction step and measure the dissolved gas in the water phase. There

are reasons however this has not already happened. Water is very absorptive to light,
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so the traditional optical cavities of IR absorption sensors cannot work in water. The

NDIR sensors used in Chapter 2 similarly cannot work if the optical channel was

filled with water. This Chapter presents an approach for measuring dissolved gas in

the water phase with a photonic approach. Photonics is the field which studies the

optical properties of materials and light-matter interaction [105]. The applications

of photonics are extremely broad, ranging from communication to sensing to com-

puting [105]. Here, the design and simulation results for novel photonic dissolved

methane sensors are presented.

3.1 The Motivation for a Photonic Approach to Methane

Sensing

The global methane cycle describes the balance between the sources and sinks that

make up the concentration in our atmosphere. While anthropogenic production of

methane through agriculture and energy use is significant, natural sources like the

ocean and Arctic are becoming increasingly important to quantify for understanding

methane’s role in climate change. As global temperatures rise, permafrost in the

Arctic is thawing, stimulating increased release of methane [106]. The extent to

which natural sources are contributing to increasing global methane levels is not

well understood [107]. This motivates the need to better quantify methane release

from water systems, especially in the Arctic, where significant methane outgassing

events have recently been detected [108]. In Arctic near-surface waters, the methane

concentration can range from as low as 3-10 nM (atmospheric equilibrium) to greater

than 800 nM during seasonal ice melt [18].

As described in Section 1.2.2, currently available state-of-the-art gas extraction

and analysis techniques, which are costly and bulky, are impediments to research, as

methane outgassing often occurs in remote locations, such as the Arctic Ocean or in

rural lakes or rivers, that are difficult and often dangerous to access. The development

of small, portable dissolved methane sensors, which are either handheld or deployable
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on underwater vehicles, would enable more widespread studies and measurements in

waterways that are currently routinely inaccessible.

Figure 3-1: (A) A schematic of a cryptophane-A molecule hosting methane is shown.
(B) Cryptophane-A doped layers of PDMS (light gray) traps methane while the un-
doped layers of PDMS (dark gray) allow the methane to permeate. As the concentra-
tion of methane increases in the surrounding environment, more methane is absorbed
into the structure and the refractive index of the sensing layers increases.

Cryptophane-A is a molecule that selectively traps methane (Figure 3-1A) [109].

When cryptophane-A is mixed into a gas permeable polymer, e.g., polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS), the absorption of methane into the polymer changes its refractive

index (RI) (Figure 3-1B). This change in RI can be monitored and used to measure

methane concentration in the atmosphere or in aqueous solutions. A recipe for making

cryptophane-A doped PDMS is outlined by Torino et al. (2017) [110]. Cryptophane-

A doped polymers have been used as sensing elements in optical sensors based on

excitation of Surface Plasmon Resonances (SPR) to measure methane [110, 111]. To

the best of our knowledge, Boulart et al. (2013) presented the only cryptophane-

A based sensor that has been deployed in the ocean for in situ dissolved methane

measurements, based on a modified commercial Spreeta sensor platform [111, 112].

Their SPR cryptophane-A device achieved a sensitivity to a lower limit of detection

of 0.2 nM dissolved methane [111]. However, the PDMS sensing layer peeled reg-

ularly from the SPR Spreeta chip in seawater, requiring regular replacement of the

sensor layer and reflecting the need for a more robust configuration [112]. Torino

et al.’s SPR sensor was implemented in a microfluidic chamber and characterized

in the lab [110]. Other applications of cryptophane-A for methane sensing have re-
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quired solid-state laser sources and/or expensive spectroscopy equipment to make

their measurements [113–116]. These past iterations of cryptophane-A based sensors

demonstrate its potential for high sensitivity and selectivity in dissolved methane

sensing. Cryptophane-A based sensors have been shown to be insensitive to common

interfering gases such as CO2, H2 and O2 [115]. Sensitivities to bulk gas refractive

index change can be accounted for with the use of a reference sensor and though

Cryptophane-A is cross sensitive to xenon, radon, and chloromethanes, these gases

are not a common concern in ocean and arctic dissolved gas measurements [114].

Despite the results of these prior works, these past implementations of cryptophane-

A sensors reveal that more robust and simple approaches are needed to make them

feasible for use in the field.

To address the above challenges, we design and compare the performance of several

planar nanostructures as optical transduction elements containing one or more layers

of cryptophane-A doped PDMS as the sensing layer(s). These structures include (1) a

Bragg reflector with a defect layer, (2) a hybrid plasmonic-photonic multi-layer stack

that supports a Tamm plasmon mode, and (3) a hybrid plasmonic-photonic stack that

acts as a magnetic mirror, and can all be used in a simple intensity-based measurement

scheme with low-cost light sources and detectors. The nanostructures are designed

to support narrow-band resonances in the visible and near-infrared spectral range,

whose spectral positions and angles of critical coupling to the light from external

light sources vary with the changes in the RI of doped layers. Figure 3-1A illustrates

how cryptophane-A doped layers capture dissolved methane and change RI, while

undoped layers of PDMS allow methane to permeate.

Planar photonic and plasmonic nanostructures composed of multiple layers of

dielectrics and metals offer thin (measuring from hundreds of nanometers to tens

of micrometers), lightweight, and low-cost sensing elements with high surface area,

which can be easily fabricated by high-throughput deposition techniques, such as

sputtering, chemical vapor deposition, and spin coating [117, 118]. Coupled with a

small measurement system, photonic and plasmonic sensors can yield highly miniatur-

ized and portable instruments, well suited for in situ measurements in water. These
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instruments could be made smaller and lower cost compared to currently available

oceanographic dissolved gas sensors that use infrared spectroscopy or mass spec-

troscopy [18,49]. Here we compare and analyze three planar nanophotonic and plas-

monic structures for dissolved methane sensing that can be coupled to a simple and

low-cost intensity-based readout measurement scheme. The configurations here im-

prove upon past cryptophane-A implementations by meeting these qualifications:

• Robust for use in freshwater and seawater: designed with materials that have

previously been demonstrated to achieve a strong connection between layers

via adhesion techniques (no peeling underwater), that do not degrade in water,

and that do not significantly swell underwater or compress under surface water

pressure

• Simple and low-cost to implement to create a portable instrument

• Designed for improved performance in a reflectance intensity based readout

mode

3.2 Methods

In this section, the designs of three planar structures are presented and compared

to an SPR Spreeta chip for use in dissolved methane sensing. The structures are

designed for simplicity of fabrication, robustness, and optimized performance in a

reflectance intensity readout mode.

3.2.1 Reflectance Intensity based readout mode

Although multiple configurations of miniaturized sensor chips have been proposed

and explored, many of them require integration with tunable laser sources and/or

spectrometers to measure the shift of the sensor optical modes spectrum in response

to environmental changes [119]. Spectrometer-free biosensors have been created that

weigh as little as 60 grams and are only 7.5 cm tall [119]. One option to avoid the
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need for a spectrometer is to measure the angular shift of resonant peaks with an

arrayed photodetector [111]. This technique is used for structures with a strong an-

gular shift response such as SPR sensors [111]. For structures with sharp and steep

resonant peaks, another technique is to monitor reflectance intensity at a fixed inci-

dent angle and wavelength (Figure 3-2A) [119–122]. For example, Jahn et al. (2015)

developed a handheld biosensor system based on measuring the optical transmission

intensity change of a photonic crystal sensor binding to molecules [121]. This tech-

nique uses a narrow-band low-cost light emitting diode (LED) excitation source and

a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera. Crossed polarization

filters are used around the sensing cell for background signal removal. An optical

reflectance intensity-based readout sensor provides the low-cost and portability ad-

vantages as well as allows the sensor face to be submerged in water rather than require

its integration with a microfluidic chamber (Figure 3-2B).

Figure 3-2: (A) Schematic illustrating the concept of the intensity-based (INT) read-
out of an RI sensing structure. The intensity at a single angle interrogation is mon-
itored and translated to an RI measurement. The figure of merit (𝐹𝑂𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇 ) of this
measurement scheme is the total change in reflectance, RB-RA, for the RI range 𝑛𝐴

to 𝑛𝐵. (B) Schematic of a possible configuration of the sensor readout system. A nar-
rowband LED, possibly integrated with spectral filters, acts as the excitation source
for the sensor and the intensity of the reflected signal is measured with a photode-
tector. Crossed polarization filters allow measurement of spectral responses of two
orthogonal polarizations separately and help to suppress background signals [120].

In an intensity-based readout system, the reflectance intensity is monitored at a

single incident angle, the interrogation angle, for a fixed wavelength source [122]. As

the RI of the sensing layer changes, the resonant peak shifts and the reflectance at

the interrogation angle increases or decreases accordingly (Figure 3-2A) [122]. For a
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refractive index range of 𝑛𝐴 to 𝑛𝐵 the total reflectance intensity change is equal to

RB-RA (Figure 3-2A). We define this value as the figure of merit (FOM) for intensity

based (INT) sensors:

𝐹𝑂𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇 = 𝑅𝐵 −𝑅𝐴 (3.1)

The best achievable 𝐹𝑂𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇 for a defined RI range is 100%, corresponding to the

system response changing between that of a perfect absorber and a perfect reflector.

A reflectance intensity based readout mode configuration for a dissolved methane

sensing chip is illustrated in Figure 3-2B. Expanding this capability to environmental

measurements will enable portable and low-cost in situ sensing.

3.2.2 Design of planar nanophotonic structures for reflectance

intensity based readout

The planar structures presented in this paper were designed to produce sharp reso-

nant spectral features in the visible to near-infrared wavelength range, 500-900 nm,

that shift in response to changing the RI of the sensing layer(s), 𝑛𝑠. This wavelength

range was selected to enable the use of low-cost light sources and detectors/cameras.

The sharpness of the resonant peaks was engineered to measure the full range of

RI expected for the methane sensor (as discussed in Section 3.2.1). The RI range

used was 𝑛𝑠 = 1.41198 − 1.41358 RIU (∆𝑛𝑠 = 0.0016), corresponding to approxi-

mately 0 nM to 300 nM dissolved methane for cryptophane-A doped PDMS [111].

All presented structures were designed to have corresponding full width at half the

maximum (FWHM) and angular sensitivity (∘/RIU) to create the largest 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇

for the 1.41198 - 1.41358 RIU range.

We chose the following four types of structures to be optimized for the dissolved

methane sensing: (i) thin metal film mounted on a grass prism, which support a

surface plasmon polariton mode, (ii) a Bragg reflector composed of dielectric mate-

rials with a single defect, which supports a trapped optical mode, (iii) a multi-layer

metal-dielectric stack that supports a Tamm plasmon mode, and (iv) a multi-layer

metal-dielectric stack that acts as a magnetic mirror. Some of these structures have
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been previously proposed for use as bio(chemical) sensors with an optical readout,

and the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensors technology has been successfully

commercialized for both refractive index sensing in solution and affinity-type biolog-

ical sensor assays. However, with the exception of the SPR sensor, these platforms

have not been yet optimized for use in intensity-readout optical sensors of dissolved

methane, which requires precise calibration of the structure to simultaneously achieve

high sensitivity and provide the required dynamic range corresponding to the expected

range of methane concentration in terrestrial water sources. Furthermore, a planar

metal-dielectric magnetic mirror design proposed in this manuscript has never been

proposed before to the best of our knowledge. This new type of structure provides

a simple yet ultra-sensitive platform for use in planar biochemical sensor platforms,

beyond the dissolved methane sensor applications considered in this study. The fol-

lowing sections provide detailed comparative analysis the optimized designs of the

four structures and compare them to each other under identical conditions with the

goal to provide practical design guidelines for the development of new sensor platforms

for compact methane sensors and monitors.

3.2.3 Reference Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) sensor

The SPR configuration used by Boulart et al. (2008) acts as the baseline configuration

(Figure 3-3A), to which the other structures designed in this paper are compared.

Their design consists of a 100 𝜇𝑚 thick film of cryptophane-A doped PDMS adhered

onto an SPR Spreeta chip. The Spreeta chip tracks the angular position of the

structure’s resonance peak (Figure 3-3B) with a diode array detector [123]. In SPR

sensors, the excitation of a surface plasmon polariton mode on the metal-dielectric

interface creates a strong localized electric field enhancement at the surface of the

metal film, which evanescently extends into the sensing layer (Figure 3-3C). Coupling

of the incident light to the surface plasmon mode is manifested as a resonant dip

in the reflectance spectrum, whose spectral and angular position are sensitive to

the RI changes in the sensing layer (Figure 3-3B). SPR configurations have been

used to measure dissolved methane with a cryptophane-A doped PDMS sensing layer
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[111, 112]. Though sensitive to the RI change, the resonant peak for SPR sensors

is relatively wide (Figure 3-3B), as metal is inherently lossy [124]. This makes SPR

sensors better suited for use in a sensor configuration optimized for angular shift

monitoring, rather than in sensors that use intensity-based readout for tracking small

changes in 𝑛𝑠.

Figure 3-3: (A) The structure of an SPR RI sensor, based on a Spreeta chip. The
excitation light passes through a prism of 𝑛𝑝=1.5 to a gold (Au) film (𝑑𝑚= 50 nm, 𝑛𝑚

as defined by CRC Materials Science and Engineering Handbook [125]) on top of a
cryptophane-A doped PDMS sensing layer (𝑛𝑠=1.41198 for 0 nM CH4, 𝑑𝑠= 100 𝜇𝑚).
(B) The resonant dip in the reflectance spectrum of the structure at incident angle
77 degrees. Note that the x-axis is 200 nm in width while the reflectance spectra
shown for the following structures have much narrower dips and are plotted over 10
nm. (C) The relative p-polarization electric field distribution inside the structure at
the resonant wavelength of 850 nm. The surface plasmon polariton mode is excited
at the interface between the Au film and the sensing layer, which produces a resonant
dip in the structure’s reflectance spectrum.

3.2.4 Bragg reflector with a single defect layer (Bragg defect

structure)

A Bragg reflector with a central defect layer with the low index layers of the reflector

structure all acting as sensing layers can provide an alternative sensor configuration,

which offers higher sensitivity in the intensity readout mode. An example of a new

sensor configuration is shown in Figure 3-4 a. All layers of this structure are designed

to be composed of PDMS, with high-index layers composed of PDMS doped with TiO2
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nanoparticles, and low-index layers of PDMS doped with cryptophane-A. Doping

of PDMS with TiO2 nanoparticles increases the refractive index of the composite

material without loss of optical transparency, and provides index contrast with the

cryptophane-A necessary for the formation of the Bragg mirror. The thicknesses of

the layers have been optimized to form a photonic band gap (PBG) centered around

700 nm wavelength. This structure would allow gas to permeate all layers of the

Bragg reflector, passing through the TiO2 -integrated layers and become trapped into

the cryptophane-A layers (Figure 3-4A). The sharp resonant dip within the PBG

of the Bragg reflector spectrum, as shown in Figure 3-4B, is a result of inserting a

defect layer at the center of the Bragg reflector. This creates a defect mode, in which

the electric field is amplified within that layer, present in both s and p polarizations

(Figure 3-4C) [126].

Figure 3-4: (A) The structure of the Bragg reflector with a central defect layer op-
timized for RI sensing. The excitation light passes through a prism of 𝑛𝑝=1.4. The
Bragg reflector is formed from alternating layers of TiO2 - integrated PDMS (𝑛1=1.68,
𝑑1= 119 nm) and cryptophane-A doped PDMS (𝑛𝑠=1.41198 for 0 nM CH4, 𝑑2= 140
nm). The defect layer of cryptophane-A doped PDMS has width 𝑑𝑑= 300 nm. (B)
The resonant dip in the s-polarization reflectance spectrum of the structure at an
incident angle of 40 degrees. (C) The s-polarization electric field of the structure
at resonant wavelength 645 nm, which corresponds to the excitation of the localized
defect mode within the center layer.

The RI of the TiO2-integrated PDMS can be tuned through the fabrication process

and can exceed 1.7 RIU [127, 128]. Here, we use an RI value of 1.68 RIU for TiO2 -

integrated PDMS. The sharpness of the resonant feature can be controlled by changing

the number of periods in the Bragg reflectors. In this paper, the number of periods
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was chosen to maximize the total percent change of reflectance for the defined RIU

range (0.0016 RIU). More periods would support a smaller RIU range, while fewer

periods would support a larger RIU range. The spectral position of the resonant peak

has been shifted by tuning the center wavelength of the PBG of the Bragg reflectors

and the width of the defect. Polymer-based Bragg mirrors can be fabricated via

conventional polymer film-making processes such as dip-coating from solution or melt-

extrusion. Multi-layer structures produced by these techniques have been shown to

be amenable to large-scale manufacturing and can incorporate a variety of polymers

with and without nano-dopants [129,130].

3.2.5 Multi-layer stack that supports Tamm plasmon mode

(Tamm structure)

This structure consists of a dielectric 𝑆𝑖𝑂2/𝑆𝑖𝐶 Bragg reflector with a thin Au film on

one side and the polymer sensing layer on the other side (Figure 3-5A). This structure

supports a Tamm plasmon mode, which is a hybrid mode localized at the interface

between a metal film and a Bragg reflector [131–135]. Excitation of the Tamm plas-

mon mode is manifested as the narrow resonant dip in the reflectance spectrum of the

structure, which shifts with refractive index change of the sensing layer below (Fig-

ure 3-5B). The electric field profile of the structure is shown in Figure 3-5C. Unlike

SPP resonances, which can only be excited on metal surfaces with the p-polarized

light, Tamm plasmon modes exist for both p and s orthogonal polarizations, and

their spectral positions in the visible and infrared wavelength range of the structure

(Figure 3-5B) can be tuned by varying the thicknesses of metal and dielectric layers

as well as the excitation angle [134]. The sharp resonant peaks in the reflectance

spectrum of this structure make it a good candidate for tracking small changes of 𝑛𝑠

via the intensity-based readout.

The sharpness of the Tamm plasmon resonant feature can be tuned by increasing

the number of periods of the Bragg reflector. In our design, the number of periods was

chosen to maximize the total percent change of reflectance for the defined RIU range
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(0.0016 RIU). More periods would support a smaller RIU range while fewer periods

would support a larger RIU range. The spectral position of the resonant feature has

been tuned optimizing the thicknesses of the dielectric layers comprising the Bragg

reflector, and the number of periods.

Figure 3-5: (A) The Tamm plasmon structure for RI sensing. The excitation light
passes through a prism of 𝑛𝑝=1.5. A thin film of Au (𝑑𝑚=40 nm, 𝑛𝑚 defined by [125])
covers a 6 period Bragg reflector with alternating layers of SiO2 (𝑛1= 1.45, 𝑑1= 103.5
nm) and SiC (𝑛2= 2.6, 𝑑2= 57.7 nm). The sensing layer of cryptophane-A doped
PDMS completes the structure (𝑛𝑠=1.41198 for 0 nM CH4, 𝑑𝑠= 140 nm). (B) The
resonant dip in the s-polarization reflectance spectrum of the structure at an incident
angle of 70.73 degrees. (C) The s-polarization electric field of the structure at resonant
wavelength 827.94 nm. The evanescent field extends into the sensing layer.

3.2.6 Hybrid multi-layer stack that acts as a magnetic mirror

(Magnetic Mirror)

In this structure, the sensing layer lies atop a thin Au film absorber coated on the

surface of a planar photonic crystal magnetic mirror. The magnetic mirror is formed

as a 16 period SiO2/SiC Bragg stack with a standard Au electric mirror back reflec-

tor (Figure 3-6A). This structure acts as a magnetic mirror at select frequencies by

preserving the phase of the reflected wave and creating the constructive interference

of the incident and reflected wave at its top surface [136–138]. This constructive in-

terference condition promotes efficient narrow band absorption in the thin Au film at

multiple tunable-by-design wavelengths in the visible spectral range (Figure 3-6B).

The electric field at the Au-polymer interface is amplified, and the evanescent mode
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extends into the sensing layer (Figure 3-6C). The field excitation and the resulting

light absorptance in the Au film creates sharp resonant features in the reflectance

spectra for both s and p polarizations, whose positions are sensitive to the value of

𝑛𝑠.

The sharpness of the resonant feature, as well as the number of these features in

the optical spectrum, can be tuned by increasing the number of periods of the Bragg

reflector. In our design, the number of periods was chosen to maximize the total

percent change of reflectance for the defined RIU range (0.0016 RIU). More periods

would support a smaller RIU range while fewer periods would support a larger RIU

range. The spectral position of the resonant feature has been tuned by changing the

thicknesses of the high and low index layers comprising the Bragg reflector and the

number of periods.

Figure 3-6: (A) The magnetic mirror structure for RI sensing. The excitation light
passes through the PDMS sensing layer (𝑛𝑠=1.41198 for 0 nM CH4, 𝑑𝑠= 1 𝜇𝑚). A thin
film of Au (𝑑𝑚= 40 nm, 𝑛𝑚 defined by [125]) covers a 16 period Bragg reflector formed
from alternating layers of 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 (𝑛1=1.45, 𝑑1= 125 nm) and SiC (𝑛2=2.6, 𝑑2= 65 nm).
A layer of bulk Au completes the structure. (B) A resonant dip in the s-polarization
reflectance spectrum of the structure at an incident angle of 41 degrees. (C) The
relative s-polarization electric field of the structure at the resonant wavelength of 791
nm. The field is amplified around the thin Au film coating interfacing the sensing
layer, and the evanescent mode extends into the sensing layer.

3.2.7 Simulation Methodology

The planar structures in this paper were simulated using the Lumerical STACK pho-

tonic simulation software package, which uses the analytic transfer matrix method to
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model the optical behavior of planar multilayer stacks [139]. The spectral response

for incident angles in the range between 0 and 90 degrees and for wavelengths in the

500-900 nm range was simulated for each structure. The STACK simulations used the

structure parameters outlined in Sections 2.3-2.6, and all materials besides Au were

approximated as lossless in the 500-900 nm range (no imaginary part of the dielectric

constant). The parameters of Au were defined by the CRC Materials Science and

Engineering Handbook [125]. The RI of SiO2 was defined by Malitson et al. (1965)

and the RI of SiC was defined by Singh et al. (1971) [140,141].

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Comparable performance of the planar sensor structures

The spectral response of the four sensor configurations for incident angles of 0-90

degrees and wavelengths in the 500-900 nm range are shown in Figure 3-7. Here, the

calculations are performed assuming 0 nM of dissolved methane (𝑛𝑠 = 1.41198 RIU),

corresponding to a blank measurement, when methane is absent from seawater. The

sharpest resonant dips were observed in the s-polarization for each structure (except

the SPR sensor), but sharp dips are also present in the p-polarized reflectance spectra

of the three improved sensors.

It should also be noted that, unlike the reference SPR sensor, the new sensor

structures exhibit multiple resonant modes in their optical spectra. They also pro-

vide efficient coupling to light incident at normal and oblique angles, differently from

the SPR sensor, which needs to be illuminated at a large oblique angle to excite a

surface plasmon polariton mode. This offers flexibility of designing sensors to oper-

ate at multiple frequencies within the visible spectral range, and at different incident

angles, potentially simplifying sensor designs and reducing their physical footprints.

The calculated angular shift of each structure in response to a change in the RI of

the sensing layer(s) is shown in Figure 3-8. The SPR structure exhibits the largest

angular shift in resonant dip position. The other structures exhibit smaller angular
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Figure 3-7: The reflectance spectra for the three improved sensor configurations (s-
polarization) and for the reference SPR sensor (p-polarization). Each of the three new
structures exhibits resonant modes in both polarizations, with s-polarization giving
the sharpest resonant peaks. SPR only supports a resonant mode in p-polarization.
The blue-colored areas correspond to the resonant reflectance dips, whose dependence
on the angle of incidence and wavelengths are unique for each structure. Note that
the linewidth of the resonant mode in the SPR configuration is much larger than for
the other structures.

shifts of their resonant features; however, the dips in their reflectance spectra are

much sharper and are better suited to provide an optical readout mechanism for the

reflectance intensity monitoring to trace a small RI change. Figure 3-9A plots the

intensity vs. ∆𝑛𝑠 values obtained at a fixed wavelength and incident angle for each

structure (indicated with the red dashed lines in Figure 3-8). By designing the struc-

tures for the RI range for 0-300 nM dissolved methane, a reflection intensity change of

up to 76% is predicted for each structure (Table 1). Figure 3-9A shows the intensity

change magnitude for specific wavelength and incident angle pairs, optimized sepa-

rately for each structure. Our calculations predict that each structure outperforms
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the SPR configuration significantly by this metric. Figure 3-9B shows the angular

shift of each structure; and our data show that the SPR sensor outperforms every

other structure by this metric. However, the angular shift monitoring sensor oper-

ation requires integration of multiple detectors into an array for the signal readout,

increasing the sensor cost and complexity.

Figure 3-8: Angular shift of the resonant dip for each sensing structure for RI value
changing in steps of 0.0004 RIU. The red dashed line shows the interrogation angle
at which each configuration would be monitored to in the intensity-based readout
implementation. The SPR configuration exhibits the resonant dip and the smallest
change in intensity at the fixed wavelength. Resonant dip is shown for p-polarization
for the SPR structure and for s-polarization for all the other structures.

Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of different sensor structures, and the

figure of merits [142–144] for both the angular resonant mode shift readout and the

reflectance intensity readout. The data in Figure 3-9 and Table 3.1 show that each

of the nanostructures demonstrated at least a 76% change in reflectance intensity

for the defined RIU range in simulation as compared to an 8.77% change for SPR.

Larger values of 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇 are preferable for reflectance intensity readout sensing ap-

plications. The calculations show that each evaluated structure is expected to demon-

strate larger 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇 values than the SPR configuration, with the magnetic mirror

and Bragg defect structures exhibiting the best performance (Table 3.1). The large

𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇 for each of these configurations resulted from both high sensitivity to the

refractive index change (i.e., the large spectral shifts of the resonant modes) and nar-

row mode linewidths, and showed an excellent potential for intensity-based readout

setups. For the angular resonant mode shift readout (ANG), the angular figure of
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Angular Resonant Mode Reflection
Shift Response Intensity Response

Structure*
Resonance
Wavelength

(nm)

Sensitivity
(∘/RIU)

FWHM
(∘)

Quality
Factor
(Q)

FOM𝐴𝑁𝐺

(RIU−1)
𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙

(∘)

FOM𝐼𝑁𝑇

=
𝑅𝐵 −𝑅𝐴

(%)**
SPR 850 200.19 1.34 12.7 149.3 77.63 8.77
Tamm Plasmon 827.94 51.32 0.1031 1096 487.7 71.91 76.78
Bragg Defect 645 54.44 0.0821 957 663.1 40.41 78.36
Mag Mirror 791 35.63 0.019 9218 1287 41.52 78.29

Table 3.1: The performance metrics for each RI sensing structure. *The performance
metrics are calculated for resonant modes in p-polarization for the SPR structure and
in s-polarization for the other structures. These metrics correspond to the resonant
mode responses shown in Figure 3-8. **As defined by the change in reflection intensity
percent for the RIU range the structures were designed for, i.e., for ∆𝑛𝑠 = 0.0016 RIU,
corresponding to 0 nM to 300 nM dissolved methane.

merit (𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐴𝑁𝐺) has also been calculated for each structure. This figure of merit is

defined as the ratio of sensitivity (angular shift per change in RI) to FWHM. Larger

values of 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐴𝑁𝐺 are preferable for angular resonant mode shift sensing applications.

Each evaluated structure exhibited higher 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐴𝑁𝐺 values than the reference SPR

configuration, with the magnetic mirror offering the best performance on this metric

(Table 3.1). This shows that despite their smaller sensitivities, the sharp peaks of

the evaluated structures enable large 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐴𝑁𝐺. The large 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐴𝑁𝐺 for each of these

configurations shows their potential for use in angular resonant mode shift readout

setups.

Of all the planar sensor configurations considered above, the sensors based on

the use of magnetic mirror and the Bragg reflector with a defect layer emerged as

the most promising designs for dissolved methane sensing in the reflectance intensity

based readout mode. They exhibit a large figure of merit 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐼𝑁𝑇 , and can be eas-

ily optimized for performance at a preferred wavelength and angle of incidence by

tuning parameters of the structures. These designs are simple and low-cost to man-

ufacture. Implementation of these structures with a simple intensity-based readout

system would produce a low-cost and highly portable in situ instrument for dissolved

methane sensing. In the following sections, we discuss a possible approach to further

enhance the sensor performance by interrogating it with both p- and s-polarized light,
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Figure 3-9: (A) Intensity based readout of each sensing structure. The intensity
readout is plotted for multiple wavelengths and incident angle pairs. The red lines
correspond to the data shown in Figure 8. Each of the structures is predicted to
exhibit a larger response to the change in 𝑛𝑠 than the reference SPR configuration.
Linearity of the response is tuned by optimizing the number of periods in each struc-
ture as well as by the selection of operational wavelength and the incident angle. (B)
Angular shift of the reflectance resonant dip for each sensing structure. The shift is
plotted for multiple wavelengths. The SPR configuration is predicted to exhibit the
largest response.

and assess the robustness of the designed sensor structures for use in seawater.

3.3.2 Measuring both polarizations for sensitivity enhance-

ment

The sensitivity of each of the proposed planar sensing structures can be enhanced

by measuring the reflectance of both s and p-polarizations (𝑅𝑠 and 𝑅𝑝, respectively)

and tracking the change of the value of the first ellipsometric angle, defined here as

𝜓 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑅𝑠

𝑅𝑝
), in response to the RI changes in the sensing layer. No ellipsometer

is required for these intensity-only measurements, instead simply both polarizations
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are monitored, and the ratio of the reflectances is calculated in the data processing

steps. We have previously demonstrated that if a structure is designed to exhibit

partially-overlapping resonant peaks/dips in both s and p-polarizations, this process

enables enhanced sensitivity of detection [133,134].

Figure 3-10: (A) The s and p-polarization reflectance of the Bragg Defect structure for
a 645 nm excitation wavelength and the RIU range 1.41198 to 1.41358 of the sensing
layer. The red and blue dotted lines show interrogation angles for s- and p-polarized
light, respectively (B) The calculated s and p-polarization ratio is shown in the form
𝜓 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑅𝑠

𝑅𝑝
). The green dotted lines show the interrogation angle. (C) The percent

change of s and p-polarization reflectances (∆𝑅(𝑠/𝑝) divided by reflectance dip height)
and 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑅𝑠

𝑅𝑝
) value as a function of the RI value change. (d-f) The same data as in

(a-c), but for the magnetic mirror structure at a 801.57 nm excitation wavelength.

Figure 3-10 summarizes the performance of the two most promising structures for

implementation in methane sensing - Bragg defect and magnetic mirror - but this tech-

nique can be expanded to improve the performance of any sensor structures exhibiting

resonant features in both p- and s-polarized optical spectra. Our calculations predict

that for the Bragg defect structure, the ellipsometric angle will exhibit a significant

72.8% change for ∆𝑛𝑠 = 0.00004 RIU, compared to a 27.3% and 1.3% change in the
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reflectance for the s and p-polarizations, respectively. This shows that combining the

measurement of both polarizations can more than double the sensitivity of the sensor

to small RI changes of the sensing layers. In turn, for the magnetic mirror structure,

the predicted ellipsometric angle change is 73.2% for ∆𝑛𝑠 = 0.00004 RIU, compared

to a 3.2% and 35.5% change in the reflectance for the s and p-polarizations, respec-

tively. The sensitivity of this measurement can be defined as 𝑆𝐸 = ∆𝜓/∆𝑛𝑠 [134]

and equals 55.0∘/𝑅𝐼𝑈 for the Bragg defect structure and 31.9∘/𝑅𝐼𝑈 for the magnetic

mirror structure. Finally, the low FWHM of the resonant features in Figs. 3-10B and

e translates into improved 𝐹𝑜𝑀𝐴𝑁𝐺 of 1523 𝑅𝐼𝑈−1 for the Bragg Defect (as com-

pared to 663.1 𝑅𝐼𝑈−1 for s-polarization reflectance) and 1385 𝑅𝐼𝑈−1 for the magnetic

Mirror (as compared to 1287.0 𝑅𝐼𝑈−1 for the s-polarization reflectance).

3.3.3 Discussion of chip robustness in seawater

It is important to consider the potential swelling of polymer layers in nanostructures

immersed in seawater, especially when the use of multiple layers is proposed. PDMS

has a very low swelling ratio in water and is widely used in microfluidic devices without

swelling [145]. Thus, it can be reasonably expected that nanostructures containing

PDMS layers immersed in water would similarly not swell. Future experimental

work can help to determine if any swelling occurs, which would further increase the

spectral changes and might improve the sensitivity of the proposed structures as

optical transducers for methane sensing [146]. Pressure is a similarly important factor

to consider for underwater sensing. PDMS thin films have low compressibility and

are in fact used in capacitive pressure sensors for this reason [147]. Under large

hydrostatic loads however, PDMS membranes can compress and as a result become

less permeable to gases [148]. However, thin films of PDMS of 500-3,000 nm thickness,

like the structures presented here, have shown decreased compressibility compared to

bulk PDMS [148, 149]. The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the spectral response

(from the changes in both layer thickness and permeation rate of gas) will need to

be characterized. Thus, it can be expected that PDMS-based nanostructure sensors

can be applied to both surface and subsea water measurements through experimental
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calibration.

The effects of temperature on such chips must also be considered. Temperature

change in cryptophane-A doped polymers can cause phase drift, impacting the reso-

nance condition of the chip and thus the output signal [114]. This can be address by

stabilizing the temperature with a temperature controller, normalizing your output

against a reference sensor, or through a combination of both techniques.

Another important factor that may negatively affect the sensor performance, is

structural stability, which may be compromised by the long periods of exposure to

water. For example, Boulart et al. (2013) attached the sensing layer of PDMS to a

commercially-available Spreeta SPR chip; however, the PDMS layer often peeled off

in seawater [112]. Adding a thin film of Chromium (Cr) between the Au and PDMS

layers would provide a more robust adhesion of the polymer, but it would increase

absorption losses, further broadening the SPR linewidth and thus degrading sensor

performance [150].

In turn, the proposed Bragg defect structure can be fabricated by depositing

alternating layers of cryptophane-A and TiO2 -integrated PDMS via spin coating

[127, 128]. Dalod et al. (2017) presented a method for fabricating PDMS Bragg

reflectors with TiO2 -integrated PDMS [127]. They constructed a 3-inch diameter

chip, which demonstrated strong adhesion between layers and little dependence on

temperature change [127]. This fabrication approach can be directly applied to the

Bragg defect design. This shows the structure’s potential for being robust for seawater

measurements. This structure is also engineered for large surface area contact with

water, enabling faster permeation of methane through the layers. The total thickness

of the Bragg defect structure is less than 7 𝜇𝑚. Boulart et. al (2008) used a 100

𝜇𝑚 PDMS sensing layer in their SPR configuration resulting in a response time of 1

minute [111]. It can be reasonably expected that the structure proposed here could

achieve a faster response time due to the reduced thickness.

The Tamm structure is also expected to be robust against long-term exposure to

seawater. It has been previously shown that a strong bond can be formed between

PDMS layers and oxidized silica with a primer called TMSM [151]. This primer
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forms a covalent bond between the layers, meaning manual peeling of the layers is

not possible [151]. This addresses the need for a robust adhesive connection between

the sensing layer and the rest of the nanostructure. Additionally, the sensing layer is

designed to be immersed in water, while the rest of the structure interfaces with the

measurement setup. This allows for large surface area contact.

Unlike the other structures, the magnetic mirror sensor configuration has been

designed to have the sensing layer is on the side of the excitation source. This is

unfavorable for in situ methane sensing in seawater; it would require the methane to

enter from the sides of the structure (which have a very small surface area) or for the

incident beam to pass through water. While this structure shows a high promise as a

RI sensor for intensity-based readout, it could be better suited for a microfluidic-cell-

integrated sensor implementation rather than in-situ seawater sensing. Additionally,

this structure requires a connection between Au and PDMS films, which is weak, as

found by Boulart et al. [112]. However, the high figures of merit exhibited by this

sensor structure make in an interesting candidate for engineering planar sensors for

high-sensitivity detection of very small RI changes.

Finally, the use of the Bragg defect structure in a practical low-cost and compact

device configuration incorporating a light emitting diode (LED), a polarizer, and a

narrowband filter is illustrated in Figure 3-11A. In this case, the intensity of reflected

light is the product of the reflection coefficient and the filtered emission intensity at a

specific wavelength (Figure 3-11B) [120,152]. Figure 3-11 shows the expected change

in integrated intensity readout of the system as the refractive index of the sensing

layers, 𝑛𝑠, increases with the increasing CH4 concentration.

3.3.4 Conclusion

To address the need for small, portable methane sensors that are capable of in situ

measurements in aqueous environments, this paper presents the design of a dissolved

methane sensor system that is robust, low-cost and simple to manufacture and only

requires a small, low-cost measurement setup. The main goal of this manuscript has

been to find and optimize a simple planar structure with the best performance for the
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Figure 3-11: (A) Schematic of a reflectance intensity-based readout implementation
of the Bragg defect structure. (B) The expected integrated reflectance intensity mea-
surement of the Bragg defect structure shown in (A). The narrowband LED spectrum
is based on the 635 nm peak wavelength LED635L (Thorlabs part LED635L) and the
filter transmission spectrum is based on the 632.8 nm center wavelength bandpass
filter FL632.8-1 (Thorlabs FL632.8-1). As the refractive index of the sensing lay-
ers, 𝑛𝑠, increase, the shifting reflectance dip decreases the intensity reading at the
photodetector.

intensity-based readout for a specific dynamic range of the refractive index change

corresponding to the typical concentrations of dissolved methane in seawater. To

reach this goal, we proposed and evaluated multiple designs concepts, and revealed

their advantages and disadvantages.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study offering the designs of the

Bragg defect cavity and a Tamm plasmon perfect absorber optimized for use in pla-

nar dissolved methane sensor platforms with the intensity readout. Furthermore, this

manuscript introduced a new conceptual design of a planar magnetic mirror with

a multi-spectral response, which offers opportunities for ultra-high-sensitivity detec-

tion. All the new sensor designs presented here have been tailored to exhibit high

sensitivity within the sensor dynamic range relevant for the dissolved methane sens-

ing applications. Our results show that the planar Bragg reflector with a defect layer

not only exhibits a large intensity response, but also is the most promising design

for a low-cost and robust photonic chip for in-situ dissolved methane sensing. In the
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future, we plan to fabricate the Bragg reflector with a defect layer and characterize

its response to dissolved methane. The Tamm and magnetic mirror structures should

also be further evaluated for their promise in RI sensing. Importantly, all the sensor

designs presented in this manuscript hold promise to outperform the state-of-the-

art surface plasmon resonance sensor when operated in the intensity readout mode

without extra fabrication complexity or increased fabrication costs.

The application of the planar Bragg defect structure presented in this paper ex-

pands beyond dissolved methane sensing. Gas permeable nanostructures such as these

could be explored for sensing other gases, either dissolved in water or present in the

atmosphere. The sensing system proposed here avoids the need for costly equipment

that is commonly used in other dissolved methane sensors, namely gas extraction

systems and spectrometers [18]. Broadly, the implementation of spectrometer-free

nanophotonic sensors in ocean sensing has the potential to shift the paradigm of

ocean instruments from being large, bulky, and expensive towards small, portable,

and affordable.
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Chapter 4

Perspectives on Field-Deployable

Microplastic Sensing

An expanded version of this thesis chapter was accepted to MDPI’s Sensors Journal

at the time of this thesis submission, Blevins et al. 2021, and a shortened and refor-

matted version is reproduced here.

Chapters 2 and 3 have emphasized that accounting for cost, simplicity, and ro-

bustness in sensor design is key in pushing instrumentation from development in lab

to actual application and measurement in the field. In this same vein, this chap-

ter presents a thorough review of future perspectives in field-deployable microplastic

sensing techniques. In this thesis chapter, MP measurement technologies are pre-

sented with a focus on both their eventual field-deployability and their respective

data products (e.g. MP particle count, size, and/or polymer type).

4.1 Introduction

Microplastics (MPs) are small particles of polymer debris, commonly defined as being

between 1 µm and 1000 µm [153], though no internationally agreed upon definition
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exists. MPs have emerged as an important subject of study for scientists with regards

to their ecological impact and environmental fate and transport [154, 155]. Research

has been conducted to collect and analyze MPs from ponds [156], lakes [157, 158],

rivers [158, 159], oceans [160–163], wastewater [164, 165], and drinking water [166].

Studies like these inform our understanding of the extent and impact of MPs in

aqueous environments. However, open questions remain about the amount and dis-

tribution of MPs in our hydrosphere, as well as the environmental and ecological

impacts of these particles [167,168]. Eriksen et al. (2014) estimated the total number

of plastic particles in the ocean to be over 5 trillion, weighing over 250,000 tons; how-

ever, they acknowledge that the true concentration could be higher due to the limited

number and distribution of available MP datasets [167], with little data available

from the southern hemisphere [169–171]. Recent studies have found that MPs can

absorb toxic compounds and transfer these to organisms that ingest them [172,173].

Other environmental and health consequences of MPs are still being studied, but

results from these investigations are limited by a lack of MP sample data, due to the

shortcomings of current sampling and analysis techniques [168, 174, 175]. It is clear

that despite being accepted as a ubiquitous presence in aqueous environments, our

ability to study MPs is hindered by a lack of technologies for rapidly characterizing

environmental samples for MPs.

Currently, most open-water sample collections of MPs are conducted with plank-

ton sampling nets, which are deployed from boats and ships [172,176]. Once collected,

time-intensive laboratory work, including chemical pretreatment, is commonly re-

quired to prepare MP samples for analysis [172]. The American Society for Testing

and Materials (ASTM) provides standards for these MP sample collection (D8332)

[177] and preparation (D8333) [178] steps, however MP analysis technologies vary

considerably and tend to be researcher-specific [179–181].

To provide a more thorough characterization of the MP pollution in aqueous

environments (e.g. lakes, ponds, rivers, and oceans), MP analysis techniques must

transition from manual laboratory approaches to robust and reproducible technologies

that are well-suited for measurements in the field. Development of field-portable
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sensors will enable studies to achieve spatial coverage, sampling frequency, and time

series data not possible with current techniques [155, 170]. To enable development

of field-deployable sensors, measurement techniques are needed that require minimal

sample preparation so they can operate as in situ as possible.

To that end, this chapter identifies several measurement techniques that are po-

tentially advantageous for application in a field-deployable MP sensor for aqueous

environments and a related framework to evaluate them. A field-portable MP sensing

system will require robust packaging, portable power electronics, and other compo-

nents to be ready for field operation. Here the focus is restricted to technologies that

would enable a critical measurement functionality and the full span of engineering

efforts that will be needed to adapt the proposed technologies for field use, such as

sample collection, are not addressed. Prata et al. (2019) present a comprehensive

review of the current methods used for aqueous sample collection [182]. Each anal-

ysis technology is referred to as a "measurement technique", while "sensor" is used

to describe an engineered instrument or system that incorporates one or more mea-

surement techniques along with any collection or concentration technologies. Each

measurement technique presented is characterized by the intrinsic physical property

(chemical, mechanical, or electrical) it engages to distinguish MPs from their sur-

roundings.

4.2 Framework of Field-Deployable Microplastic Sens-

ing

This section introduces a two-part framework to evaluate the suitability of MP mea-

surement techniques for use in field-portable sensors. The first part is a field-deployability

tradespace, which establishes a set of criteria for comparing suitability for field-

deployability. The second part considers the measurement techniques themselves,

how those techniques are coupled to the physical properties of MPs, and the specific

data products that result. For instance, in this framework, what infrared microscopy
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may lack in field-deployability, it makes up for in the completeness of its MP charac-

terization, delivering data regarding MP size, prevalence, morphology, and chemical

type.

4.2.1 Field-Deployability Tradespace

Development of field-portable MP sensors will require thoughtful consideration of

system design trade-offs. For instance, data quality may be associated with high cost

and diminished durability. Users will have differing requirements for a field MP sensor,

therefore this chapter presents a broad and pragmatic set of criteria for evaluating

the field-deployability of a technology, but does not provide numerical scores for any

specific technology. Users may weight the proposed criteria according to a specific

application.

Field-deployable is defined here as having a favorable combination of the char-

acteristics that would allow a sensor to operate in locations or on a platform where

aqueous water samples are collected (e.g. on a boat, underwater vehicle, dock, or other

location remote from the controlled environment of a laboratory). The characteris-

tics proposed for consideration for a MP sensor in the field-deployability tradespace

include: cost, durability, portability, low-power operation, fast-time response, and

high-quality data (Figure 4-1). Additionally, this chapter considers the capability to

analyze aqueous samples to be beneficial insofar as it avoids the need to chemically

treat, dry, or spread extracted solids on a dry surface.

4.2.2 Principles of Operation of MP Measurement Techniques

and their Data Products

Next we turn to the MP measurement techniques themselves, categorizing their princi-

ple of operation as chemical, mechanical, and electrical. For instance, techniques that

rely on chemical properties are those that interact with the internal chemical struc-

ture of the sample. Many optical techniques fall in this category [183], for example, in

vibrational spectroscopic analysis, a unique reflectance, absorption, or transmission
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spectrum is obtained for a given MP type based on internal bond structure [184].

Analysis based on mechanical properties evaluate MP size, density, modulus of elas-

ticity, and acoustic contrast factor [185]. Electrical properties of MPs include relative

permittivity, and dielectrophoretic mobility [186,187].

Figure 4-1: (A) Microplastic data products that can be collected from aqueous sam-
ples. MP number density, size distribution, mass, morphology, and adsorbed chem-
icals can all be further refined by measuring them by polymer type. (B) The key
characteristics that define the field-deployable tradespace for a microplastic measure-
ment technique for aqueous samples.

The most fundamental requirement of any MP sensor is a capability to positively

identify MPs as polymers, as opposed to other non-MP particles in the environment,

such as plankton, inorganic particles, and marine snow. This capability allows quan-

tification of MP number density per sample volume. Ideally this number density

could be broken down further by MP size distribution, polymer type, and morphol-

ogy. Another requirement is the need to quantify the mass of MP particles in a

sample, which can be derived from some combination of these measurements. Fig-

ure 4-1A illustrates the MP data products that can be collected from an aqueous

sample. For completeness, identification of adsorbed chemicals is identified as a MP

data product. Separate studies have addressed the measurement of adsorbed chem-

icals in MPs [188–190]. Combinations of these data products can be collected and

analyzed to meet the varied objectives that exist for a MP study.
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4.3 Review Results

Table 4.1: Measurement techniques based on sample chemical properties with appli-
cability to MP analysis. †Separation from Non-MPs is not a data product but instead
an enabling technology for measuring MP data products.
*This observable has only preliminary data or is currently theoretical only.

Measurement Data
Products Considerations for Field-Deployability

C
h
em

ic
al

Py-GC/MS
Polymer
Type,

Relative
Mass

Pyrolysis - Gas Chromatography / Mass Spectrometry (Py-
GC/MS). Demonstrated accuracy for MP polymer type iden-
tification (ID) [191–196]. Can characterize the identity of sam-
ple contaminants. Requires a dry sample, time-intensive data
collection and is often bulky.

FTIR
Spectroscopy /

Imaging

Polymer
Type,

Count, Size

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). Demon-
strated accuracy for MP polymer type ID [197,198], often used
with attenuated total reflectance (ATR) [199]. Can character-
ize the identity of sample contaminants. Time-intensive due
to chemical pretreatment and scanning of dried sample sur-
face. Requires expensive, precisely aligned optomechanics, of-
ten bulky. Traditionally, sample must be dry.

Raman
Spectroscopy /

Imaging

Polymer
Type, Size,

Count

Demonstrated accuracy for MP polymer type ID [197,198,200–
202]. Can characterize the identity of sample contaminants.
Time-intensive due to chemical pretreatment and scanning of
dried sample surface. Requires expensive, precisely aligned
optomechanics, often bulky. Traditionally, sample must be
dry.

Hyperspectral
Imaging

Polymer
Type,

Count, Size

Demonstrated accuracy for MP polymer type ID in near-
infrared [203–205] or short-wave infrared [206] regimes. Can
characterize the identity of sample contaminants. Time-
intensive due to chemical pretreatment. Requires expensive,
precisely aligned optomechanics, often bulky. Traditionally,
sample must be dry.

Py-GC/DMS
Polymer
Type,

Relative
Mass

Pyrolysis - Gas Chromatography / Differential Mobility Spec-
trometry (Py-GC/DMS). Robust and portable package, cur-
rently used in non-MP field applications [207]. Can chemically
characterize the identity of sample contaminants. Lower cost
and smaller than Py-GC/MS. Requires a dry sample and time-
intensive data collection. Heritage as highly sensitive breath
diagnostic and air quality device. [207].

Multispectral
Imaging

Polymer
Type,

Count, Size

Rapid sample imaging. Time-intensive due to chemical pre-
treatment. Uses portable and relatively low-cost equipment
compared to spectrometers. Traditionally, sample must be dry.
Heritage in mineral and polymer type identification [208–210].

Fluorescent Dye Count, Size

Initial demonstrations with Nile Red [211–214] and pyrene
[215] in laboratory MP studies. Uses low-cost equipment (dye,
camera, and filter). May not require chemical pretreatment.
Potential for false positives [216]. Traditionally, sample must
be dry.
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Table 4.1: Cont. Measurement techniques based on sample mechanical and electrical
properties with applicability to MP analysis.†Separation from Non-MPs is not a data
product but instead an enabling technology for measuring MP data products.
*This observable has only preliminary data or is currently theoretical only.

M
ec

h
an

ic
al

Laser Optical
Trapping

Separation
from

Non-MPS†

Preliminary demonstrations of usefulness for MP identification
when coupled with Raman Spectroscopy [217,218]. Performed
in a microfluidic device, reducing sample preparation time.

Photonic
Optical

Trapping

Size*,
Separation

from
Non-MPs

Performed in a microfluidic device, reducing sample prepara-
tion time. Heritage in particle sorting and manipulation for
bio-sensing and imaging [219–222].

Field Flow
Fractionation

(FFF)

Size,
Separation

from
Non-MPs

Centrifugal [218], Asymmetrical flow [218, 223], or Thermal
[224]. A recent study used FFF with Raman Spectroscopy to
identify MP type [218]. Performed in a microfluidic device, re-
ducing sample preparation time. Equipment is relatively low-
cost and portable.

Acoustophoresis

Polymer
Type*, Size,
Separation

from
Non-MPs

Performed in a microfluidic device, reducing sample prepa-
ration time. Equipment is relatively low-cost and portable.
Heritage in cell and particle manipulation in microfluidics
field [185, 225]. Recent studies have demonstrated MP sort-
ing [226,227].

Ultrasound
Polymer

Type*, Size*

Performed in a microfluidic device or liquid volume, reducing
sample preparation time. Equipment is relatively low-cost and
portable. Heritage in flow cytometry [228]

E
le

ct
ri

ca
l

Impedance
Spectroscopy

Polymer
Type*,

Count, Size

Preliminary demonstrations of accuracy in MP identifica-
tion [187]. Performed in microfluidic device, reducing sam-
ple preparation time. Equipment is relatively low-cost and
portable [229].

Dielectrophoresis
Polymer
Type*,

Count, Size

Performed in microfluidic devices, reducing sample preparation
time. Equipment is relatively low-cost and portable. Heritage
in cell and particle manipulation, some recent studies on use
with MPs [186,230,231].

Table 4.1 compares a selection of prominent existing MP sensing technologies

with several new or early-stage technologies. The tables consider each technol-

ogy within the framework discussed, and describes notable features that are rele-

vant to the framework. The measurement techniques are categorized by the basic
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properties they discern and are listed with the MP data products that they can

assess/quantity/measure/observe (particle count and size, polymer type or relative

mass of mixed polymer types).

Considering both the deployability trades (Figure 4-1) along with performance

trades (Table 4.1), suggests that while FTIR may not be readily field-deployable,

it is one of the few techniques that generates quality data of three desired data

products (polymer type, size, count). Perhaps this is why FTIR and its vibrational

spectroscopic analogue, Raman Microscopy, are the most widely used on samples

collected for the laboratory and yet few studies show these methods performing in

the field.

It is likely and perhaps inevitable that more than one technique can be com-

bined to create a system which captures multiple MP characteristics for a specific

application. For example, in recent studies, Raman Spectroscopy, which is normally

performed on dry samples, was combined with optical trapping and microscopy to

perform chemical identification and sizing of MPs in seawater [217,218]. In the study

of micro-particle and organism, microscopy is often coupled with particle sorting and

focusing technologies, for example, the FlowCAM couples flow cytometry with mi-

croscopy for precise imaging of micron scale specimens [232]. The combinations are

numerous, and many possible way MP measurement techniques can be combined to

target multiple MP characteristics, but here each is presented individually to motivate

any combination of interest.

4.4 Discussion

This chapter seeks to inform the MP community of the potential of these techniques

in creating rapid and automated MP sensors within a framework that addresses the

full scope of practical/technological trade-offs to be considered. In addition to the

MP measurement techniques presented here, development of efficient, portable MP

sample collection and concentration technologies is equally crucial for creating full

aqueous MP sensor systems.
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Rapid and portable MPs sensors would allow widespread monitoring at potential

sources such as plastic production plants or waste water plants [233]. Technologies

like these are essential for equipping scientists with the tools they need to better

understand the fate, transport, abundance, and environmental impact of MPs in

aqueous environments. Further, technologies like these are important for addressing

the concerns of MP pollution and contamination in fisheries and aquaculture [234].

Effective, rapid, and affordable sensors are also integral in shaping and backing poli-

cies to limit MP contamination from factory run-off or keeping drinking water safe

(e.g. California’s Safe Drinking Water Act) [235].
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis offers examples of and guidance on making dissolved gas monitoring more

accessible and low-cost, pushing ocean and aqueous sensing into the domain of applied

photonics, and driving microplastic detection techniques toward field deployment.

This thesis will conclude with final thoughts on the future directions associated with

the works in each chapter.

5.1 The LC-GEMS for pCO2 Sensing

Future iterations of the LC-GEMS presented in Chapter 2 can be incorporated with

different gas sensors to enable low cost and accessible dissolved gas studies across a

whole suite of targets. While the current LC-GEMS is designed for handheld used,

structural changes to the LC-GEMS can adapt it for use on different platforms, such

as incorporation on surface vehicles, ship flow-through systems, or on underwater

vehicles. The design of the LC-GEMS is shared in this thesis so that community and

research groups may replicate and iterate on it to conduct environmental studies that

would otherwise require high-cost and bulky equipment.
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5.2 Planar Nanophotonic Chips for dissolved CH4

Sensing

The novel planar nanophotonic dissolved CH4 sensor designs presented in Chapter 3

are contributions to both the field of environmental instrumentation and the field of

photonic sensing. Like the LC-GEMS, the proposal of the low-cost implementation

of the Bragg defect structure for dissolved CH4 monitoring pushes the field of ocean

sensing from large, expensive equipment to miniaturized, cheap instruments which can

be multiplexed and deployed in a broad range of environments. Photonics, the study

of light-matter interaction, is a field that emerged from the end of the 20th century

and is now fueling progress in many technology sectors [105]. While some thin-film

photonic techniques have been evaluated for ocean sensing applications, this thesis

presents three new designs that motivate the further merging of photonics and ocean

sensing. Broadly, the implementation of spectrometer-free nanophotonic sensors like

those presented here for ocean sensing have the potential to shift the paradigm of

ocean instruments from being large, bulky, and expensive towards small, portable,

and affordable.

5.3 Field Portable Microplastic Sensing

The transition of the microplastic detection technologies presented in Chapter 4 from

lab-based to field-based is key for obtaining the rich temporal and spatial data needed

to better understand the fate, transport, and impact of MPs in aqueous environ-

ments. This thesis presents a review of potential future paths for field-deployable MP

technologies, taking a novel perspective on the necessary next steps for advancing

microplastic analysis.
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5.4 Final words

This thesis presents solutions for dissolved CO2 and CH4 sensing that address the

need for more spatial and temporal data while factoring in the importance of real,

practical applications of such sensors in the field. In this same vein, this thesis

concludes with a review of the future perspectives in technology for field-depolyable

microplastic sensing techniques. The efforts here highlight the essential collaboration

and relationship needed between engineers and scientists to push new developments

in instrumentation. Accounting for cost, simplicity, and robustness is key in pushing

sensors from development and use in lab to actual application and measurement in

the field.
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